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Executive Summary
As shipping activities continue to experience growth across a multitude of sectoral components within
the Arctic, so too will the risks and likelihood of accidents and incidents occurring. As a region, which
is well renowned for posing challenges in relation to transportation and human existence as a result
of extreme climates and environmental conditions, SMART data driven technology solutions, and
procedural guidelines to apply them effectively, are critical elements to maintaining safety throughout
Arctic shipping.
The development of procedural checklist outputs are therefore a key activity of the SEDNA research
project, as they are a means of framing SEDNA research innovations and technologies in a real-world,
end-user focused domain. Such a focus ensures that the research outputs delivered not only in terms
of this deliverable, but also throughout the SEDNA project as a whole, address end-user needs and
capability gaps critical for ensuring safe and efficient Arctic Shipping, while also addressing the impact
objectives and targets associated with this deliverable.
In the broad sense, this deliverable addresses the safe navigation paradigm by bridging the gap
between technology developers and SEDNA end-users. This objective has been achieved by linking
Task 3.3 – Safe Arctic Navigation Assistance, with the efforts associated with SEDNA technology
developments through continuous bi-lateral interaction and engagement with WP and task leaders
responsible for developing SEDNA technology concepts. Furthermore, the procedures and training
guidelines have been designed in a manner, which not only consider the functionalities and
capabilities of SEDNA technologies, but also global maritime procedural and training regulatory
frameworks. In adopting such an approach, it is envisaged that these outputs can pave the way for
integrating SEDNA technology functionalities and concepts into regulatory and international best
practice guidelines, for bridge operations and navigation within the Arctic.
In terms of specific focuses, as regulatory frameworks are a key driver in stimulating technology,
procedural and training developments throughout the maritime sector as a whole, identifying suitable
regulatory frameworks to base the procedural and training guidelines around was a critical focus in
ensuring the necessary impact objectives could be achieved. The SEDNA Arctic Bridge procedures
Manual has therefore been developed around the mandatory four-phase voyage planning
methodology ratified by the International Maritime Organisation, while also including additional Arctic
themed safety and procedural layers derived from stakeholder engagement and international best
practice. The training guidelines developed throughout this task, and presented within D3.7 have been
formulated by applying learning needs analysis methodologies to SEDNA end-user global training
frameworks, as a means of identifying areas for inclusion within maritime training curricula, while also
illustrating specific training guidelines designed to develop competencies around the SEDNA
technologies. Finally, the outputs of this deliverable inform subsequent SEDNA research which will
focus on maritime regulatory frameworks. In completing an analysis of mandatory requirements
associated with bridge operations, voyage planning and Arctic safety components, this deliverable
outlines a number of global regulatory and best practice guidelines, which would require
consideration and potentially formal inputs in order for SEDNA technologies to form part of the global
regulatory guidelines on Safe Arctic Navigation.
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1. Introduction
This report has been completed to fulfil the requirements of SEDNA Deliverable 3.7 – SEDNA Arctic
Bridge Operating Procedures Manual due in M35. The report has been designed to present a summary
of the necessary background knowledge needed to develop maritime transport bridge procedures,
while also presenting some SEDNA technology industry themed training guidelines, and a brief
summary of regulatory considerations.

1.1 Document Scope
This report (D3.7) forms part of SEDNA work package 3, which encompasses Safe Arctic Navigation,
and falls under task 3.3. – Safe Arctic Navigation Assistance. The task objective is to contribute to the
development of a safe navigation paradigm, by refining existing maritime and Arctic operation
procedures, integrating SEDNA technology capabilities and functionalities within existing processes,
provide training guidelines for end-users who would use the Arctic bridge, and provide input to WP5
regulatory analysis components, specifically SEDNA deliverable D5.5.
In terms of specific focuses, the research efforts associated with this deliverable place voyage planning
as a central theme in developing processes and training guidelines. Voyage planning which considers
the four phases of a vessel’s voyage lifecycle, is a global systematic process developed and published
by the IMO in order to facilitate safe and efficient maritime transport globally. Furthermore,
international best practice both in Arctic contexts and beyond have developed around this global
regulatory framework due to the mandatory requirements, which must be fulfilled by end-users in
completing a voyage. In considering potential training requirements for the integration of SEDNA
technologies, similar to voyage planning, training development requirements and pathways are also
governed by strict global regulatory frameworks. Focusing on the regulatory drivers and subsequent
international best practices were therefore a critical element to ensuring that the outputs of this
deliverable fulfil the impact objectives and targets of the SEDNA DOA.
As outlined in figure 1.1, this report is the culmination of the continuous efforts of T3.3 throughout
the durations of the SEDNA project, and numerous successful bi-lateral engagements with other
SEDNA efforts.
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Figure 1.1 SEDNA D3.7 Workflow
The overarching goal and objective of the targeted efforts of T3.3 and continuous bi-lateral
engagement throughout, was to produce research outputs, which addressed the needs of SEDNA endusers in terms of bridge navigational safety checklist components. The bi-lateral engagement
facilitated an opportunity to demonstrate examples in which SEDNA technologies can be seamlessly
integrated into bridge operational checklist procedures, by identifying regulatory drivers and key enduser functionality components, which can be incorporated throughout various aspects of the maritime
voyage planning processes and global regulatory training frameworks.

1.1.1 Safe Arctic Bridge Regulatory Considerations
In initially focusing on Safe Arctic Bridge Regulatory factors, deliverable D3.7 addresses SEDNA impact
target 51, and impact objective 22. With global regulatory frameworks being a key driver in stimulating
the development of new technologies, procedures and training methods throughout the maritime
sector, any maritime research effort linked with operational management of seagoing vessel for the
purpose of trade must consider regulatory factors in order to address stakeholder/end-user needs.
The regulatory considerations therefore focus on identifying regulatory frameworks and mandatory
requirements associated with voyage planning and additional peripheral focuses associated with
developing a bridge procedures manual.
In terms of specific focuses, the regulatory landscape within the maritime sector entails the ratification
of legislative requirements for all vessels, in which additional regulatory factors are implemented for
specialist areas such as the Arctic. This deliverable therefore focuses on the broader mandatory

1

SEDNA DOA Impact target 5: international co-operation, in providing inputs to the international regulatory
regimes.
2
SEDNA DOA Impact objective 2: Providing proof of concept of several new operational approaches to support
safe voyages in the Arctic region. These include a human-centred operational environment, procedures and
training guidelines for the ice-going ship’s bridge
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requirements associated with safe navigation, bridge watchkeeping and passage planning, while then
focusing on the Arctic specific requirements. The regulatory areas presented within this section
therefore focus on the following key areas:







SOLAS Convention:
o Mandatory bridge layout requirements;
o Bridge performance standards focusing on integration of e-navigation equipment;
o Mandatory bridge equipment;
o Mandatory voyage planning requirements;
ISM Code:
o Briefly illustrating SMS (Safety Management System) requirements;
IMO Polar Code:
o Safety of Navigation within Polar regions;
o Communication within Polar regions;
o Goal based safety guidelines within Polar regions;
o Manning and training requirements;
Geographical specific requirements.

In completing this analysis, efforts initially focused on SEDA deliverable D1.1 Regulatory frameworks3
relevant to Arctic shipping, before capturing broader global Safe Navigation requirements.

1.1.2 Voyage Planning International Best Practice
The voyage planning section presents a consolidation of international best practice considerations
derived from a number of Arctic and non-Arctic themed sources. Similar to the regulatory drivers, as
international best practice for shipboard operations focus within broad global contexts relevant to all
ships, while also incorporating additional layers for specialist areas such as the Arctic, this section
describes practices and procedures, which have been, derived from a broad range of specialist safe
navigation focuses in the context of voyage planning.
In completing this analysis, efforts initially focused on identifying challenges and shortcomings derived
from extensive literature reviews and stakeholder engagement efforts completed throughout SEDNA
deliverables D3.5 and D3.6. The efforts then focused on specific voyage planning factors, placing the
four following key passage-planning focal points as the central theme within the review:





Voyage Appraisal;
Voyage Planning;
Voyage Execution;
Voyage Monitoring.

This section therefore captures both mainstream and Arctic shipping considerations so as to present
a holistic overview of voyage planning requirements within Arctic shipping contexts.

3

Para 4.6 Ship Navigation, Communication and Operation – SEDNA D1.1 Regulatory Framework
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1.1.3 Applying SEDNA Research Innovations
Identifying opportunities for integrating SEDNA technologies into bridge procedural checklist
components was a critical element identified within the SEDNA DOA for achieving the necessary
impact objectives and targets. This section therefore captures the continual collaboration and
engagement between the efforts associated with this deliverable – T3.3 Safe Arctic Navigation
Assistance, and those associated with the following:





Task 2.3 Safe Arctic Bridge (Oslo School of Architecture and Design);
Task 3.1 Arctic Weather and Sea Ice Forecasting (UK MET Office);
Task 3.2 Safe Arctic Voyage Optimisation System (Chalmers: Green Steam; University of
Southampton).
Task 4.1 Big Data Intelligence Management (University of Southampton)

The SEDNA research innovations section therefore captures and presents the end-user functional and
technology integration characteristics, which have been identified and developed in consultation with
other task leaders. These functional and technology integration characteristics are then framed in the
context of voyage planning processes so as to identify specific procedural checklist components for
the Safe Arctic bridge.

1.1.4 Safe Arctic Bridge Operating Procedures Manual
The outputs presented within this section are a culmination of the efforts associated with analysing
the regulatory drivers, international best practice guidelines and SEDNA technology capabilities and
functionalities. This section illustrates Safe Arctic Bridge procedural checklists, which can be applied
to Arctic navigation shipping contexts. The procedures have been developed within a globally
recognised format, while also considering the additional dynamics and variables associated with Arctic
shipping. In order to address the entire Arctic voyage lifecycle, strategic and tactical checklist
components have been developed for the following voyage planning considerations:









Safe Arctic Bridge Layout, Equipment and Data Sources;
Safe Arctic Bridge Resource Management;
Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Appraisal;
Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Planning;
Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Execution;
Safe Arctic Bridge Pre-departure/arrival checks;
Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Monitoring;
Safe Arctic Bridge Ice Escort | Convoy Operations.

1.1.5 SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge Technology Training Considerations
Similar to voyage planning, navigation and bridge operations, strict global regulatory frameworks and
guidelines govern training. Furthermore, SEDNA end-users are required to undergo a number of Arctic
and mainstream safe navigation training programmes prior to being legally qualified to take charge of
a vessel. In order to fulfil the impact targets and objectives associated with this deliverable, the
outputs of this section focus on the mandatory training requirements associated with SEDNA endusers which in this case are bridge watchkeepers, and identifying the relevant competencies within
these frameworks which must be considered in order integrate SEDNA technologies within maritime
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training functions. These efforts therefore applied a globally recognised and validated HRD (Human
Resource Development) analysis methodology to the following SEDNA end-user global training
programmes/frameworks:






IMO Model Course 7.03 Officer in Charge of a Navigational Watch:
o IMO Model course 1.07 Radar Navigation at Operational Level
o IMO Model Course 1.27 Operational Use of Electronic Chart Display and Information
Systems
IMO Model Course 7.01 Master and Chief Mate
IMO Model Course on Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
IMO Model Course on Advanced Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters

In applying the HRD analysis methodology to these global frameworks, this effort has identified and
captured the following key areas for consideration when addressing end-user training requirements:




Specific competencies within the IMO models courses in which SEDNA technologies are
relevant;
Recommendations for incorporating the SEDNA technology functionalities and procedures
when training bridge watchkeepers throughout the sector;
Summary guidelines for integrating the technologies into maritime training settings.

1.1.6 Implications for Regulatory Guidelines
The implications for regulatory guidelines provide a very brief overview summary of a number of focal
points relevant to the Safe Arctic Bridge. This summarised overview briefly illustrates a number of
potential regulatory frameworks, which would need to be considered in order pave the way for the
inclusion of the Safe Arctic Bridge and SEDNA technologies within the safe navigation, passage
planning and Arctic regulatory contexts. This section informs certain focuses of SEDNA deliverable
D5.54, in summarising and highlighting areas for consideration in terms of formal inputs to regulatory
regimes.

2. Safe Arctic Bridge Regulatory Considerations
This section describes and illustrates a number of regulatory components associated with bridge and
navigational operations. As the maritime industry adopts an approach in which there are a number of
overarching regulatory frameworks which govern all shipping activities, while creating additional
layers for specialist areas such as Polar shipping, in order for this deliverable to address the impact
objectives of the DOA5, a brief overview is provided of both mainstream and Arctic specific regulatory
considerations.

4

SEDNA Deliverable D5.5 Formal inputs to international regulatory regimes report
SEDNA DOA Impact target 1: proof of concept for new operational and traffic management approaches
(including those in extreme environments)
5
SEDNA DOA Impact target 5: international co-operation, in providing inputs to the international regulatory
regimes
5
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2.1 SOLAS Convention
One of the key overarching regulatory drivers for Arctic shipping is chapter 14 of the SOLAS
convention6. The convention provides a number of key legal frames of reference for global shipping,
which include the definition of geographical Polar Regions7, applicability of the convention8,
vessel/class requirements9, and alternative design considerations10. While these areas are quite
broad, one of key legal functions that this chapter fulfils from a global shipping perspective is that of
the ratification of the Polar Code11. The code was formally ratified by an IMO maritime safety
committee12 and approved by the MEPC (Marine Environment Protection Committee), and sets out a
mandatory framework for vessels operating within polar waters. The sub sections of para 2.1
therefore describes the regulatory considerations which are applicable to all maritime end-users,
while also presenting the bridge equipment and performance standards which are relevant to all
vessels trading within the remit of the IMO, including Arctic shipping.

2.1.1 SOLAS Chapter 5 – Mandatory Navigational Bridge Layout
Beyond polar operations, the SOLAS convention provides regulatory frameworks, which govern safety
of navigation and the management for safe operations for ships. Firstly, chapter 5 deals with a broader
array of navigational safety themes including responsibilities of both flag states, vessel operators, and
crews. In the context of SEDNA, and focusing on vessel operators, and crews, regulation 15 deals with
bridge design, navigational systems, and bridge procedures. In terms of design, IMO guidelines on
ergonomic criteria for bridge equipment and layout illustrate a number of regulatory requirements
for equipment used by SEDNA end-users for the purpose of safe navigation and collision avoidance13.
The circular provides regulatory guidance on a number of bride design and layout considerations,
which include applicability, description of workstations, and ergonomic requirements. This deliverable
will focus on the sections of this circular, which influence voyage planning, and management functions
completed by SEDNA end-users.
Initially the circular describes the required workstations, which are legally required to feature on
board vessels governed by the IMO. Figure 2.1 adapted from the circular provides a consolidation of
the outlined bridgework station requirements, which will feature within the voyage planning and
management processes14.

5

SEDNA DOA Impact objective 2: Providing proof of concept of several new operational approaches to support
safe voyages in the Arctic region. These include a human-centred operational environment, procedures and
training guidelines for the ice-going ship’s bridge
6
Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention
7
Regulation 1 Definitions Paras (1) (2) Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention
8
Regulation 2 Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention
9
Regulation 3 Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention
10
Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention
11
Regulation 4 Para 1 Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention
12
IMO Resolution MSC.385(94)
13
IMO Resolution MSC /Circ. 982 Guidelines on ergonomic criteria for bridge equipment and layout
14
Para 4. Description of workstations on the bridge IMO Resolution MSC /Circ. 982
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Work station for navigation and manoeuvring
•Primary position in which vessel manoeuvring is completed

Workstation for monitoring
•A position designed to provide situational overview for management/advisory functions
such as Masters/Pilots

Workstation for manual steering
•A position from which a vessel can be steered from by a helmsman

Bridge wing docking
•A position located on a bridge wing which can faciliate manoeuvring by displaying internal
and external data, while also providing a means to control the vessel

Workstation for planning and documentation
•A position in which a vessel's operations are planned and monitored

Workstation for Safety
•Workstation at which monitoring displays and operating elements or systems serving safety
are co-located.

Communication workstation
•A position for the monitoring and use of GMDSS equipment for general and safety
communications

Figure 2.1 Mandatory Bridge Workstations: Adapted from MSC/Circ.982
Beyond listing workstations, MSC 982 provides guidance in terms of layout and the position in which
functional requirements should be listed in order to facilitate safe and effective ship operations
throughout all aspects of the voyage life cycle (figure 2.2 refers).

Figure 1.2 Recommended Bridge Workstation Layout: Adapted from MSC/Circ.982
Appendix 2 of the circular also illustrates the required equipment and functionality, which must be
placed throughout these workstations. Appendix 1 of this report provides an outline of the
workstation and equipment relevant to voyage planning/management, illustrating the equipment
associated with navigation and manoeuvring, monitoring, and planning and documentation.
Additionally, in the context of navigation and monitoring, the circular defines the necessary arcs of
visibility, which must be available from workstations in which voyage planning and management.
Figures 1.3 provides a visual overview. In brief however, what the circular states is that workstations
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associated with voyage planning and management must have an uninterrupted arc of visibility of 225°,
focusing dead ahead and towards the lateral positions of beam of the ships.

Figure 2.3 Arcs of visibility – Navigation, Manoeuvring and Monitoring: Adapted from MSC/Circ.982

2.1.2 SOLAS Chapter 5 – Bridge Performance Standards
Within SOLAS chapter V, MSC.64 (67) describes the performance standards associated with integrated
bridge systems, specifying requirements associated bridge navigation and safety monitoring systems.
In relation to the passage planning and management functions, the circular highlights the need for
integrated bridge systems to maintain multiple functionalities within the following end-user functions:






Passage execution
Communications
Machinery control
Cargo operations
Safety and security15

In relation to performance standards, MSC.86 (70) outlines a number of performance specifics in
relation to the functionalities cited in figure 1.1. This circular covers a number of maritime safety and
ship operational considerations, however specific to the context of this deliverable; Annex 3 describes
the performance standards required by integrated navigation systems16. In relation to voyage
planning/management, the circular outlines the requirements for INS (Integrated Navigation System)
to be capable of combining and evaluating data from multiple sensors, and the display the data within
the necessary workstations while making use of a common reference system. The INS should at a
minimum display for end-users data in relation to the vessel’s position, speed, heading and time. This
data should also include a measure of integrity in order to highlight the validity and reliability to the
end user, while also considering the depth in relation to available navigable waters on the planned
route. The INS circular also cites the need for data associated with automatic functions to be verified
and equipped with alarm functions in order to ensure that an operator is alerted. Finally, the INS
should facilitate automatic heading control, track or speed monitoring, integrity monitoring, and the
performance and status of these systems. In relating these considerations to the primary output of

15
16

Para (2) Annex 1 MSC. 64(67) Performance Standards for Integrated Bridge Systems.
Para (4) Annex 3 MSC. 86 (70) Performance Standards of Integrated Navigation systems.
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this deliverable, bridge procedures associated voyage planning and management must take into
account the minimum display data requirements and associated functionalities such as those outlined
within these IMO circulars. Additionally, as described in SEDNA D3.5 and D3.6, stakeholder
engagement and a review of Arctic navigation sources suggest that GNSS signal quality/drop out and
compass accuracy continue to be a challenge for vessels operating within the Arctic. The
functionalities associated with data integrity are therefore an integral component of ensuring a vessel
can operate safely within the Arctic and must therefore be considered from a procedural perspective.
2.1.2.1 Redundancy within bridge systems
Another specific function relevant to voyage planning/management cited within this circular is that of
redundancy. Appendix 6 illustrates the need for vessels to be equipped with redundancy capacity
within ECDIS systems should they experience a failure or breakdown within their navigational planning
and monitoring equipment. Within the appendix it is suggested that backups which are designed to
operate independent of primary ECDIS units must be maintained and have the necessary capacity to
ensure that a vessel can complete its voyage17. Furthermore, the circular cites the need for fullyfledged ECDIS compliance functionality within the backup systems, highlighting that the back-ups
must be able to facilitate voyage planning, monitoring, while also fulfilling the necessary ECDIS display
information. The system must also be up to date in terms of hydrographic data18 e.g. most recent
charts available with completed weekly corrections. Additionally, annex 3 of MSC 86(70) also cites the
need for redundancy within integrated navigation systems, while also outlining the need for fail safes
within bridge navigation systems. The resolution highlights the need for any automatic responses to
malfunctions to result in the safest of any possible pre-programmed configuration, while also
providing a clear indication/alarm for operators. Furthermore, the system must allow for seamless
operator intervention should there be a need for operators to bypass and take action19. While this
component of the circular focuses on functionality and requirements, specific to this deliverable from
a procedural perspective, and in terms potential SEDNA end-users, the bridge procedures, which focus
on voyage planning and monitoring, must consider redundancy systems in order to ensure compliance
within global regulatory requirements.

2.1.3 SOLAS Regulation 19 – Mandatory Bridge Navigation Equipment
In relation to specific navigation equipment, the SOLAS convention provides a detailed description of
the mandatory equipment in which vessels are required to carry. Regulation 19 of the convention
illustrates the following list of mandatory equipment, which must be fitted on board vessels regardless
of size20:




An adjusted magnetic compass, or other means, independent of any power supply to
determine the ship's heading and display the reading at the main steering position;
A pelorus or compass bearing device, or other means, independent of any power supply to
take bearings over an arc of the horizon of 360°;
A means of correcting heading and bearings to true at all times;

17

Para (2) Appendix 2 MSC. 64(67) Performance Standards for Integrated Bridge Systems
Para (3) Appendix 2 MSC. 64(67) Performance Standards for Integrated Bridge Systems
19
Para (4.3) Annex 3 MSC. 86 (70) Performance Standards of Integrated Navigation systems.
20
Regulation 19 SOLAS Convention
18
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Nautical charts and nautical publications to plan and display the ship’s route for the intended
voyage and to plot and monitor positions throughout the voyage; an electronic chart display
and information system (ECDIS) may be accepted as meeting the chart carriage requirements
of this subparagraph;
back-up arrangements to meet the functional requirements of subparagraph 4, if this function
is partly or fully fulfilled by electronic means;
A receiver for a global navigation satellite system or a terrestrial radio navigation system, or
other means, suitable for use at all times throughout the intended voyage to establish and
update the ship’s position by automatic means;
If less than 150 gross tonnage and if practicable, a radar reflector, or other means, to enable
detection by ships navigating by radar at both 9 and 3 GHz;
When the ship’s bridge is totally enclosed and unless the Administration determines
otherwise, a sound reception system, or other means, to enable the officer in charge of the
navigational watch to hear sound signals and determine their direction;
A telephone, or other means, to communicate heading information to the emergency steering
position, if provided.

Regulation 19 outlines a number of varying requirements relative to vessel size/type, however in an
effort to refine these mandatory considerations for the purpose of this deliverable, the following
bridge navigation equipment systems are a relevant to SEDNA end-users/vessels:






Gyro Compass requirements:
o a gyro compass, or other means, to determine and display their heading by shipborne
non-magnetic means and to transmit heading information for input to the INS;
o A gyro compass heading repeater, or other means, to supply heading information
visually at the emergency steering position if provided;
o A gyro compass bearing repeater, or other means, to take bearings, over an arc of the
horizon of 360º, using the gyro compass or other means
o Rudder, propeller, thrust, pitch and operational mode indicators, or other means to
determine and display rudder angle, propeller revolutions, the force and direction of
thrust and, if applicable, the force and direction of lateral thrust and the pitch and
operational mode, all to be readable from the conning position; and
o An automatic tracking aid, or other means, to plot automatically the range and
bearing of other targets to determine collision risk
ARPA:
o 3 GHz radars or where considered appropriate by the Administration a second 9 GHz
radar, or other means to determine and display the range and bearing of other surface
craft, obstructions, buoys, shorelines and navigational marks to assist in navigation
and in collision avoidance, and
o An additional automatic tracking aid or other means to plot automatically the range
and bearing of other targets to determine collision risk.
AIS with the following functionalities:
o Provide automatically to appropriately equipped shore stations, other ships and
aircraft information, including the ship's identity, type, position, course, speed,
navigational status and other safety-related information;
o Receive automatically such information from similarly fitted ships;
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o monitor and track ships; and
o exchange data with shore-based facilities
Additional equipment/considerations:
o Rate of turn indicators;
o Speed distance measuring device;
o Within integrated bridge systems, equipment must be fitted with alarm systems
designed to alert operators, while not impeding the functionality of other navigation
or safer operational functions.

2.1.4 ECDIS Specific considerations of SOLAS Regulation 19
Additionally, SOLAS regulations outline a number of requirements, which deal with the use of ECDIS
units on board vessels trading within the IMO remit, which includes both polar and non-polar waters.
IMO maritime safety circulars ratified the industry wide transition from navigating with paperless
charts, highlighting that SEDNA end-users and maritime deck officers as a whole, are required to
navigate making use of ECDIS units throughout an entire voyage life cycle21. The IMO circular illustrates
the requirements, which must be fulfilled in order for a vessel to be deemed ECDIS compliant as
follows:
 ECDIS units must be type approved: The units carried on board ships must fulfil the
performance standards outlined by the IMO and comply with relevant SOLAS regulations in
terms of performance and functionality22.
 Carry the most up to date hydrographic charts/data: SOLAS regulations outline the mandatory
requirements for vessels to be equipped with the most up to date hydrographic data prior to
undergoing a voyage 23. Within the IMO circular, specific requirements are outlined which
illustrate the need for ECDIS units to be equipped with the most up to date data sources which
can consist of either ENCs (Electronic Navigational Charts) or RNCs (Rasta Navigational Charts).
 Be compatible with IHO (International Hydrographic Organisation Standards): The IMO
circular illustrates the requirement for ECDIS units to be capable of assimilating and displaying
the latest internationally recognised hydrographic survey data in order to facilitate safe and
efficient voyages.
 Contingency arrangements: Vessels must have the necessary contingency arrangements in
place in order to facilitate continuous use of ECDIS units during scenarios such as equipment
failures or machinery breakdowns. IMO issued ECDIS performance standards illustrate a
number of back up arrangements, which must be in place for a vessel to be deemed ECDIS
compliant. The most critical elements cited within the standards are the need for vessels to
carry a backup ECDIS unit, which can operate independently from the power sources
associated with the primary unit, while also being required to derive vessel positional data
from independent GNSS sources. The system must also facilitate seamless take over functions
in order to ensure that ECDIS failures do not result in dangerous situations, and a means of
facilitating safe navigation for the entire voyage duration should the primary ECDIS unit fail24.

21

MSC.1/Circ.1503/Rev.1 ECDIS – Guidance for Good Practice: IMO
V/18, ECDIS IMO Performance Standards - SOLAS Regulations
23
V/19.2.1.4 SOLAS Regulations
24
Para 11. Section A Chart Carriage Requirements of SOLAS MSC.1/Circ.1503/Rev.1 ECDIS – Guidance for Good
Practice: IMO
22
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In considering the above mandatory equipment requirements and relating them to this SEDNA
deliverable, in order to ensure the necessary impact of this output, procedural considerations must
include the mandatory regulatory requirements associated with bridge equipment in order to ensure
that SEDNA Arctic bridge research innovations are applied considering both the operator and the
global regulator. The specific requirements illustrated by ECDIS IMO performance standards highlight
a number of potential procedural checks, which should be considered by SENA end-users and
maritime deck officers as a whole. Within the polar voyage planning context, the mandatory
requirement to ensure that the most up to date navigational data is both available and capable of
being displayed on ECDIS units and therefore used by SEDNA end-users must be considered in order
to facilitate to safe and efficient Arctic navigation. The mandatory requirements to consider back-ups
and redundancy within ECDIS units are an additional procedural and checklist consideration. With the
risks associated with navigation being amplified within extreme environments such as the Arctic, and
potential for equipment failures being further increased due to exposure to extreme temperatures
and ice conditions, checking redundancy and back up measures for critical e-navigation equipment
such as ECDIS is a critical aspect to Arctic voyage planning and preparation.
Specific to voyage planning considerations, while citing the need for vessels to adopt voyage planning
and management practices, regulation 3425 of SOLAS chapter 5 illustrates a mandatory requirement
for the Master of a vessel to review a planned voyage. The plan must be complete making use of
nautical charts, which conform to the necessary validated hydrographic standards, and must consist
of the following attributes:
 Has been planned making use of valid shipping routes;
 Maintains sufficient sea room throughout the voyage lifecycle;
 Takes into account identified navigation hazards or potential challenging environmental
conditions;
 Considers the marine environment, and is planned and implemented in a manner, which does
not result in adverse environmental impacts.

2.1.5 Mandatory Voyage Planning Considerations (SOLAS Chapter V)
Voyage planning guidelines outlined within SOLAS chapter V cite IMO resolution A.893 (21) which
illustrates direct regulatory prescriptive approaches to voyage planning stages and practices26. The
resolution outlines what is described as the four stages of voyage planning (figure 2.4 refers), and
describes the risk management/mitigation factors that voyage planning practices provide for
operators. The resolution describes that adopting appropriate passage planning approaches provides
a means to facilitate close and continuous monitoring during a vessel’s voyage lifecycle, which in turn
mitigates against risks in relation to safe and efficient voyages, safety of life at sea, and the marine
environment27. The resolution outlines the need to consider factors, which may impede a vessel’s safe
passage throughout the entire planning and management stages.

25

Regulation 34 SOLAS Chapter V Safe navigation and avoidance of dangerous situations
IMO Resolution A.893 (21) Guidelines for Voyage Planning
27
Para (1) IMO Resolution A.893 (21) Guidelines for Voyage Planning
26
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Voyage Appraisal

Voyage Planning

Voyage Execution

Voyage Monitoring

Figure 2.4 Voyage Planning Stages: Adapted from IMO Resolution A.893 (21)
The individual components of the voyage planning stages will be discussed within the next section of
this deliverable in illustrating international best practices associated with bridge procedure guidelines
throughout voyage lifecycles.

2.2 ISM Code
Chapter ix of the SOLAS convention ratifies the mandatory applicability of the ISM code to all vessels
and companies operating within the remit of the IMO28. The code itself is defined as the International
Management Code for the Safe Operation of Ships and for pollution. In the broad sense, the code
describes the responsibilities of people who manage or operate ships, while also providing an
international standard for the safe management and operation of ships, and for pollution prevention.
In terms of regulatory guidelines, the ISM code provides broad goal based guidance which outline in
very broad terms the various mandatory safety and pollution prevention considerations which vessel
operators must consider in order legally trade. In terms of specific regulatory requirements, the code
outlines the need for vessel operators to develop and maintain an SMS (Safety Management
System)29. The code defines the SMS requirements, illustrating the need to develop and implement
company and ship specific systems, which provide detailed and prescriptive documents, which can
facilitate safe and efficient shipboard operations across a multitude of operational contexts.
Specific to this deliverable, para 730 deals specifically with shipboard operations, outlining the
following key operations which must have in operation an appropriate company and ship specific
procedural outline in order to facilitate safe and efficient operations:







General shipboard operations
Port operations
Preparation for sea
Conduct of the voyage
Preparation for arrival in port
Emergency response plans

28

Chapter ix – Management for the Safe Operations of Ships
Para 1.1.4 Safety Management Systems ISM Code
30
Para 7. Shipboard Operations ISM Code
29
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In the context of bridge operational management, vessel operators are required to provide company
and vessel specific guidance in the following contexts:











A clear statement that safety of life and safety of the ship are the most important operational
factor;
Allocation of bridge duties and responsibilities;
Voyage planning procedures;
Chart and nautical publication correction procedures;
Essential navigation equipment is available and fully operational;
Contingency response plans;
Accident and near miss reporting procedures;
Recording of voyage events;
Familiarisation training and handover procedures;
Company contacts, including the designated person under the ISM Code.

In considering the ISM code in the context of this deliverable, the broad regulatory requirements
described within the code specific to voyage planning and available navigation equipment highlight
the need to consider the development to procedures and guidelines for any bridge or aid to navigation
equipment design associated with vessels trading within the remit of the IMO.

2.3 IMO Polar Code31
2.3.1 Safety of Navigation – IMO Polar Code Chapter 9
Chapter 9 of the code deals with safety of navigation and illustrates a number of specific guidelines
including functional requirements and regulatory considerations. The functionality components
highlights the need for vessels to maintain a capacity to receive near to real time ice forecast data,
and for vessels to be equipped with aids to navigation which can maintain functionality while
operating within extreme environments. Additionally, the code highlights the need for vessels to be
equipped with additional means of detecting ice visually during hours of darkness, while also
highlighting the need for vessels to be equipped with means of indicating when a vessel has stopped.
The regulatory components of chapter 9 outlines a number of ship construction and navigation
equipment requirements. In terms of construction, the code describes the requirement for vessels
constructed post January 2017 to be equipped with redundancy in relation to echo sounder capacity,
while also highlighting the need for vessels to have clear views astern from their bridge32. The code
also cites the need for vessels operating within ice affected areas to be equipped with additional
measures in terms of maintaining the functionality of aids to navigation when experiencing ice
accretion. Additionally, this section of the code highlights the need for vessels constructed post
January 2017 to be designed with enclosed bridge wings. Within the additional guidance chapters,
there is a requirement for vessels to maintain de-icing capacities designed to maintain ice-free conning
positions in order to provide unimpaired vision in both the forward and stern viewpoints. These
guidance sections also highlight the need for vessels to be equipped with a mechanical means of
clearing the outside of conning position windows, the mechanical and functionality characteristics of
31

Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention – Safety Measures for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
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SOLAS regulation V/22.1.9.4
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which should not be impaired by ice or other extreme environmental conditions. With regards Enavigation specifics, vessels are required to be equipped with redundancy measures in terms of nonmagnetic heading determination, while also citing the need for vessels proceeding north of 80° to be
equipped with at least one GNSS compass. Finally, chapter 9 outlines specifics in relation to lighting in
the context of maintaining visibility, and the international regulations for the prevention of collisions
at sea. Vessels are required to be equipped with two remotely rotatable 360° narrow beam
searchlights for visually detecting ice during hours of darkness, while also highlighting the need for
vessels to have the capacity to demonstrate light characteristics outlined within the international
regulation for prevention of collisions at sea associated with operating in ice escort convoys33.

2.3.2 Polar Communication – IMO Polar Code Chapter 1034
Chapter 10 considers communication within a broad ship wide context throughout a vessel’s voyage
lifecycle. Specific to voyage management, the code cites the need for end-users to not only focus on
VHF capabilities, but to also maintain an awareness and monitoring of other communication
frequencies and capacities such as MF and HF. While MF and HF frequencies and mechanism form a
significant part of maritime training development, their uses and applicability within mainstream
latitudes are limited as a result of technology innovation and developments within VHF technologies
such as digital VHF. As VHF capacity can be limited within Arctic latitudes as a result of limited
infrastructure35, end-users are required for the purpose of vessel operations and SAR considerations
to continuously and closely monitor MF and HF radio frequencies.
The code also highlights limitations associated with the coverage of geosynchronous orbital satellite
systems, advising end-users of potential limitations when operating beyond 70° N. As a result of these
factors, the code cites the need for vessels to include as part of their procedures, ship emergency
responses considerations, and RCC (Rescue Coordination Centres) details en-route.

2.3.3 Goal Based Safety Guidance – IMO Polar Code Chapter 11
Chapter 11 of the polar code provides goal-based guidance on the requirement, which Masters must
adhere to prior to entering polar waters as follows:









PWOM (Polar Waters Operational Manual) procedures;
Hydrographic survey information and aids to navigation limitations within the area of
operation;
Forecast data in relation to ice conditions within the area of operation;
Statistical information on ice and temperatures from previous years;
Areas for potential refuge in the event of encountering challenges;
Local information in relation to actions to be taken upon encountering marine animals in areas
of defined ecological sensitivity;
Up to date information on vessel routing and guidelines relative to areas of defined ecological
sensitivity;
National and international designated protected areas throughout planned routes;
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International Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea
Chapter 10 Safety Measures for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (IMO Polar Code)
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Operating in areas within limited SAR capacity;

Specific to the PWOM, the manual outlines a requirement for end-users to consider vessel design
limitations when planning routes, while highlighting the need to plan sources of weather and ice
forecasting throughout the routes. The manual highlights the need for end-users to consider
limitations in environmental and hydrographic data, and developing means to address them. Finally,
PWOMs must include vessel specific measures and approaches needed to maintain equipment
functionality throughout the entire voyage life cycle as vessels transit extreme environments such as
the Arctic.
In the context of avoiding hazardous ice and temperatures, the specific measures outlined within the
code cites the need for the PWOM to outline specific information in relation to potential safety
parameters including the length in which a vessel can safely operate within an area. The manual
should also highlight for end-users areas of particular challenge or difficulty as a result of
environmental considerations such as chokepoints or pressure ridges, while also illustrating a record
of the most extreme environmental conditions associated with the area of operation. Furthermore,
this data should feed into the voyage planning and monitoring process in order to facilitate more
effective and safer decision-making.
PWOMs must also specify voyage and endurance considerations, citing the need for operational
procedures to consider safety margins in the event of a vessel being required to deviate from a
planned route. As result of potential significant course alterations or slower steaming due to extreme
conditions, vessels may be required to operate in these areas for periods longer than those originally
anticipated. Procedures for vessels operating within the Arctic must therefore consider additional
sources of fuel or provisions along planned routes should a vessel be required to quickly deviate within
the volatile and changeable environment.
Bridge resource management must also be considered within the PWOM, specifying the need for
vessels to outline and plan for instances in which additional bridge manning may be required if a vessel
must operate in an area or situation which requires an increased state of readiness. These procedures
should consider forecasted weather and sea ice conditions, the duration of potential increased
manning requirements, and work to rest ratios as outlined within the MLC (Maritime Labour
Convention)36.
In considering limitations associated with hydrographic data, the code cites the need for end-users
throughout the voyage management phases to place additional emphasis on the status of
hydrographic survey data within their areas of operation, considering the GNSS and chart datum
discrepancies, and where possible, plan to operate in shipping routes, which are used extensively by
other operators. If deviating from planned routes, end-users are advised to monitor environmental
factors such as water depth soundings more closely, particularly in areas which have experienced
limited survey efforts. Furthermore, the code cites the need to maintain and make use of independent
means of cross checking data used to derive positional information such as visual, radar, and GNSS
means. End-users are also tasked with a responsibility to report any observed deviations for the

36
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purpose of alerting other vessels operating in the area, while also providing to scope to improve the
accuracy of hydrographic survey data.
The polar code provides guidance on additional navigational considerations when operating with ice
breakers, highlighting the need to establish and maintain communications, while also adhering to
instructions issued by the ice breakers. The code also specifies the command function which ice
breakers maintain throughout escort operations, highlighting that a vessel’s positional, manoeuvring
considerations such as speed and distance, and overall convoy control must be maintained by the ice
breaker rendering assistance in the context of individual or multiple vessels.

2.3.4 Manning and Training – IMO Polar Code Chapter 1237
Chapter 12 deals with the manning and training considerations of the polar code, outlining a number
of functional and regulatory requirements associated with operating within polar waters. The code
itself cites the requirements contained within the STCW convention, which include the mandatory
minimum requirements for deck officers of all ranks operating in polar waters38. While these
regulatory components outline a number of polar operation factors, specific to SEDNA end-user
considerations, deck officers must attain a basic certificate in basic training for ships operating in polar
waters. STCW table A-V/4-139 outlines the competency requirements for end-users operating within
the polar waters and specific to this report and voyage planning/management, appendix 2 provides
an overview of knowledge, skills, and attributes in which deck officers must demonstrate when
operating within the Arctic.
In considering the senior deck officer positions on board vessels operating within polar waters, STCW
outlines additional training. Chapter 12 of the polar code specifies that Masters and Chief Mates must
complete advanced polar operations training in order to fulfil senior ice going roles. Furthermore,
chapter 12 also cites the legal obligations on vessel operators to ensure that their Masters and Chief
Officers have attained an advanced polar training certificate of competency in order for a vessel to be
legally permitted to operate within the polar waters40. The code also outlines minimum requirements,
which must be attained in order for deck officers to be considered eligible for an advanced polar
training certificate. The requirements are a combination of both experiential learning and targeted
competency development as follows41:





Attained the requirements for certification in basic polar operation training;
A minimum of two months of approved seagoing service as a deck officer or two months of
completing watchkeeping duties functions within polar waters or other approved seagoing
services;
Completed advanced training for vessels operating in polar waters by an approved training
provider.

37

Chapter 12 Safety Measures for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (IMO Polar Code)
RESOLUTION MSC.416(97) (STCW), 1978, AS AMENDED
39
Table A-V/4-1 MSC.417(97) STCW Code
40
Regulation V/4 Safety Measures for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (IMO Polar Code)
41
Para 4. Regulation V/4 Safety Measures for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (IMO Polar Code)
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In terms of specific competencies, MSC.417(97) 42of the STCW convention illustrates the competencies
in which aspiring Chief Officers and Masters must demonstrate in order to attaining an advanced polar
operations training certificate. While the MSC describes a broad array of necessary polar specific
competencies, specific to bridge operations and voyage planning/management training
considerations, table A-V/4-2 outlines the necessary knowledge skills and attributes for operating
ships in polar waters. Chapter 12 of the polar code legally ratifies these requirements, and appendix
3 provides an outline of the bridge operations and voyage planning/management competencies.
In reviewing bridge operations competencies outlined within STCW MSC.417 (97) STCW Code, the
basic training programme cover the introductory elements of ice navigation such as ice identification,
and generic vessel operations considerations in ice navigation contexts such as safe speeds,
environmental factors, and procedures for safely operating in ice. The competencies developed
throughout the advanced polar operations training focuses more on voyage planning and
management considerations, developing competencies around information sources, passage
planning/routing in ice, and the need to employ contingency planning when operating in ice-affected
areas. The training also focuses on generic ice navigation bridge operations such as communications,
bridge resource management, icebreaker operations, ship handling, and ice recognition. The
prevalence of these competencies within key regulatory training requirement drivers such as the polar
code and STCW, suggest that research innovations designed to integrate with or extend current bridge
design concepts must consider these learning development components when developing any
procedural components or training guidelines.

2.4 Arctic Geographical Regulatory Considerations
Regulations set by varying Arctic states also illustrate a number of mandatory requirements, which
must be considered by vessels operating within the Arctic. SEDNA D1.1 outlines a number of
geographical regulatory considerations, highlighting the following Arctic nations as those, which
define and outline specific requirements either in parallel, or beyond global regulatory considerations
such as the polar code, SOLAS, and STCW43:





Canada
Russia
The United States
Baltic States such as Finland and Sweden

While these regulatory requirements cover a broad mandatory remit, a significant emphasis is placed
on pollution prevention/control within these environmentally sensitive areas. Specific to this SEDNA
deliverable when considering bridge operations, voyage planning and navigation, one aspect of
particular relevance is that of defined geographical areas in which there is a mandatory requirement
to avail of Ice Breaker escorts throughout these regions. Such a requirement has a multitude of voyage
planning considerations, as vessels may be required to follow pre-defined routes, while also
potentially operating in convoy with Ice Breakers and other commercial vessels. As a bridge operation
evokes additional workloads on SEDNA end-users, and requires a number of additional voyage
42
43
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planning and management considerations44. With this in mind, geographical specifics, and mandatory
requirements in relation to icebreaker escorts/convoys should form part of any bridge procedure
guide or checklist for any vessel potentially making use of SEDNA research innovations or indeed
mainstream Arctic shipping as a whole.
Although not directly linked with mandatory requirements, an additional geographical consideration
is that of the variations in accuracy in relation to hydrographic data within the Arctic. As outlined in
SEDNA D3.6, accuracy and coverage of hydrographic data vary significantly throughout Arctic states,
with regions such as the Northern Sea Route receiving extensive survey efforts throughout the last 60
years, while certain locations within the Canadian and United States Arctic are continuing to develop
in that regard45. Similar to the aforementioned geographical icebreaker requirement considerations,
end-users must consider these geographical variances when operating within these regions. In
considering impacts, this deliverable in terms of procedural and guideline outputs must therefore
consider such variances when planning and managing Arctic voyages.

3. Voyage Planning International Best Practices
As outlined within the regulatory paragraphs and figure 3.1, IMO resolution A.893(21)46 illustrates the
mandatory requirements prescribed by the IMO in relation to voyage planning for vessels trading
within the IMO’s remit. Within the resolution, four key prescriptive stages of voyage planning are
illustrated which are designed to facilitate effective planning focuses, continuing progress monitoring,
and the effective execution of a voyage plan. The mandatory and prescriptive nature of these voyage
planning stages, has resulted in international best practices associated with voyage planning and
management approaches forming around the these predefined prescriptive approaches. In terms of
SEDNA D3.7 impact, any procedural considerations or guidelines associated with bridge operation and
navigation, must consider these mandatory components in order to be considered valuable by SEDNA
end-users. This section will therefore illustrate the prescriptive attributes associated with the fourphase passage planning cycle, considering regulatory inputs and international best practice.
Beyond regulatory requirements, international best practice has evolved around these four processes,
and cites the need to consider the four stages of passage planning as a continuous appraisal, planning,
analysis, review and monitoring process. In framing this perspective, the bridge procedures guide
developed by ICS (International Chamber of Shipping) depicts these components as been part of an
interlinked and continuous cycle (figure 3.1 refers)47.
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Figure 3.1 Voyage Planning Cycle (Adapted from ICS Bridge Procedures Guide)
Additionally, the Canadian Coast Guard’s publication on Ice Navigation in Canadian waters illustrates
further layers to this framework for the ice navigation purposes in Arctic waters48. Within this
framework, the Canadian Coast Guard guidelines illustrate the four stages of passage planning within
two phases as outlined in figure 3.2.
Strategic Phase
(Non ice-affected
operations)

Tactical Phase
(Close proximity
to ice)

4 Passage Planning
Phases

4 Passage Planning
Phases

When a vessel is in
port or open
waters

When a vessel is in
close proximity to,
or in ice-covered
waters

Figure 3.2 Voyage Planning Phases: Adapted from Canadian Coast Guard Guidelines
The CCG (Canadian Coast Guard) guidelines operate within the perspective that vessels will operate
in either close or distant proximity to ice. Within the CCG framework, the primary passage planning
phases continue to be applied, however the focus varies between the macro and micro in terms of
scale and geographical areas depending the on the proximity to ice-affected areas. The strategic

48

Para 4.4 Passage Planning: Ice Navigation in Canadian Waters, Canadian Coast Guard.
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phases focus on large areas, and must be applied when operating outside ice-affected waters. The
tactical phases consider more localised or smaller areas, in which a vessel will either operate in close
proximity to, or immersed within ice-affected waters. The rationale for adopting these varying
perspectives, are the need to adopt more localised and focused efforts when operating in ice, as a
result of the increased likelihood of accidents or incidents when operating in close proximity to ice, or
other vessels such as icebreaker escort operations or convoys. Similar to the regulatory guidelines set
by the IMO and ICS bridge procedures, the CCG guidelines cite the need to apply these planning
mechanisms within a continuous cyclical process. At the core of this continuous application is the
recognition of the volatile and ever changing nature of the maritime transport domain. The guidelines
also consider how external variables such as environmental factors and traffic density can change
quite rapidly stimulating the need to adapt and change plans.
Additionally, in terms of individual vessels, unpredictable variables such as machinery breakdowns,
equipment failures, or restrictions in manoeuvrability, have the potential to drastically influence a
vessel’s ability to transit safely and efficiently on a planned voyage, which can also produce a need to
adjust a planned voyage in order to maintain safety of life at sea, environment protection, and
efficiency. When considered in the Arctic contexts, SEDNA deliverables D3.5 and D3.6 cite numerous
examples through the review of literature and stakeholder engagement, which highlight the
significant volatility within Arctic shipping scenarios, highlighting a need to further maintain the
continuous monitoring outlook and approach through a voyage life cycle in its entirety. The CCG
guidelines highlight how in most situations, that passage planning within Arctic waters is an “everevolving” process, in which localised maritime safety data may only become available as a vessel
transits an ice-affected region, citing a need to adopt dynamic approaches to passage planning.

3.1 Voyage Appraisal
This stage is concerned with the broad analysis and overview of a voyage, in which the IMO resolution
cites the need to consider all relevant information for a voyage under consideration49. In terms of ship
specific factors, broader appraisal components must be considered such as the vessel’s operational
capacity, specific cargo considerations, and the necessary human resources to fulfil the voyage
requirements. In terms hydrographic and navigational data/sources, table 3.1 illustrates the
mandatory up to date sources, which must be reviewed and applied during the appraisal process.
Voyage Appraisal Hydrographic and Navigation Data Sources
 Mariners' routeing guides and passage planning charts, published by competent
authorities;
 Current and tidal atlases and tide tables;
 Climatological, hydrographical, and oceanographic data as well as other appropriate
meteorological information;
 Availability of services for weather routeing (such as that contained in Volume D of the
World Meteorological Organization's Publication No. 9);
 Existing ships' routeing and reporting systems, vessel traffic services, and marine
environmental protection measures;
 Volume of traffic likely to be encountered throughout the voyage or passage;
49
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If a pilot is to be used, information relating to pilotage and embarkation and disembarkation
including the exchange of information between master and pilot;
Available port information, including information pertaining to the availability of shorebased emergency response arrangements and equipment; and
Any additional items pertinent to the type of the vessel or its cargo, the particular areas the
vessel will traverse, and the type of voyage or passage to be undertaken
Table 3.1 Voyage Appraisal Extracts (A 2/Res.893)

Beyond regulatory requirements, international best practice provides a number of additional focal
points designed to facilitate effective appraisal and subsequent safe and efficient voyages as follows:





Navigation considerations
Operational requirements
Environmental factors
Contingency planning

The CCG guidelines (figure 3.2 refers) illustrate appraisal considerations within the strategic and
tactical phases. Within the strategic phase, it is recommended that end-users will focus on the data
outlined in table 3.1 in the open water context, and should adopt large geographical perspectives,
while also considering ice data, which may or may not be encountered within a number of days if a
vessel plans to transit ice-affected areas. Within the tactical phase, the focus becomes more localised,
and focuses extensively on gathering accurate ice data, while also focusing more on smaller
geographical areas as a result of proximity to dangers50.
In considering an example of international best practice in terms of navigation appraisal and planning,
Annex B951 of the ICS bridge procedure guide provides further details of the checklist components
associated with voyage appraisal. The guide provides a definitive checklist for end-users, which
outlines specific sources of information which should be consulted and maintained up to date in
adhering with requirements of A 2/Res.893 as outlined in table 3.1. Procedural checklists developed
throughout this deliverables will therefore consider these international best practice guides and
regulatory components.

3.2 Voyage Planning
The voyage planning aspects of A 2/Res.893 describe the mandatory requirements to ensure that
planned routes are plotted on the appropriate hydrographic charts, while also including the true
direction and any potential dangers which may exist in close proximity to the route. The CCG
guidelines describe the strategic phase of passage planning as a process in which end-users are
required to apply forward thinking perspectives to a number of maritime safety and navigation data
sources52. Plans should also highlight additional components such as reporting systems, traffic routing,
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and any additional environmental or pollution control elements53. The resolution also cites the
mandatory requirements for Masters to review and approve planned routes prior to execution. In
terms of procedural aspects of this deliverable, the review phase must be considered within the safe
arctic bridge and voyage planning contexts.
In considering safety of life at sea and generic safe and efficient navigation, table 3.2 outlines a number
of critical factors which must be taken into consideration during the planning phase.
Voyage Planning Factors
 Safe speed, having regard to the proximity of navigational hazards along the intended route or
track, the manoeuvring characteristics of the vessel and its draught in relation to the available
water depth;
 Necessary speed alterations en route, e.g., where there may be limitations because of night
passage, tidal restrictions, or allowance for the increase of draught due to squat and heel effect
when turning;
 Minimum clearance required under the keel in critical areas with restricted water depth;
 Positions where a change in machinery status is required;
 Course alteration points, taking into account the vessel's turning circle at the planned speed
and any expected effect of tidal streams and currents;
 The method and frequency of position fixing, including primary and secondary options, and the
indication of areas where accuracy of position fixing is critical and where maximum reliability
must be obtained;
 Use of ships' routeing and reporting systems and vessel traffic services;
 Considerations relating to the protection of the marine environment; and
 Contingency plans for alternative action to place the vessel in deep water or proceed to a port
of refuge or safe anchorage in the event of any emergency necessitating abandonment of the
plan, taking into account existing shore-based emergency response arrangements and
equipment and the nature of the cargo and of the emergency itself.
Table 3.2 Voyage Planning Extracts (A 2/Res.893)
Beyond regulatory drivers, international best practice derived from the ICS and navigation publications
discussed in SEDNA deliverable 3.5 illustrate a number of planning considerations some of which are
relevant in specific navigation contexts e.g. pilotage, coastal waters ocean passages, while others are
relevant for all aspects of a vessel’s planned voyage 54. Table 3.3 provides an overview of the planning
specifics necessary to ensure safe and efficient navigation. In terms of the relevance and context of
the available information throughout these voyage lifecycle phases, variables such as the proximity to
potential dangers whether they be other navigation hazards or potential traffic density influence the
state of readiness and bridge resource management allocations throughout these various stages. For
example, a relatively precise calculated turning radius during a course alteration is deemed essential
during a pilotage phase, as a vessel will be turning within an area of limited sea room, while in open
waters or the ocean phase; such radiuses would not be deemed necessary.
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Voyage Planning Navigation Data Checklist Considerations
Ocean/All water Passage Contexts
 Waypoint ETAs;
 Cross track distances;
 Identification of navigational hazards;
 Distance between waypoints (legs);
 Planned track based on true course;
 Limiting danger line considerations and contour checks;
 Review maritime safety information including weather data for the planned area;
 Note any IMO defined routing areas which a vessel may be required to adhere to throughout
the voyage;
 Note and adhere to any IMO defined ship reporting systems designed to increased safety
through making use of mandatory hailing points for vessels to update vessel traffic services
throughout planned voyages.
 AIS data must be updated so as to also facilitate effective safety and environmental monitoring
by vessel traffic services.
Additional Coastal Passage Considerations
 Clearing bearings relative to limited danger lines;
 Highlighted conspicuous charted features for positional fixing;
 Dangerous areas to be avoided completely;
 Routing and reporting requirements;
 Under keel clearance calculations and safe water determination
 Tidal data;
 Points in which critical decision making will be required;
 Contingency planning factors.
Additional Pilotage Passage Considerations
 A calculated turn radius of each course alteration
 The wheel over positions of the various course alterations (the point before a waypoint in
which a turn must commence)
Table 3.3: Adapted from ICS Para 2.4 (Passage Planning Stage Considerations)
An additional planning context discussed within the regulatory frameworks and international best
practices, is that of passage planning when using ECDIS. SOLAS regulations adopted in 2012 cite the
mandatory requirement for vessels trading within the IMO regulatory remit to carry ECDIS units for
the purpose of navigation, while also setting the standards required for a vessel to be deemed capable
of operating ‘paperless’, omitting the requirement for vessels to carry and maintain paper bound
navigation charts55. The regulatory checklist considerations have been outlined within para 2.1.4 of
this review, citing the need to ensure that the most up to date hydrographic data is available, while
also highlighting the need to consider backup and redundancy measures when engaged in Arctic
voyages.
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Beyond regulatory drivers, international best practice within the ICS and sources cited throughout
SEDNA D3.5 cite a number of additional planning checks, which must considered during the voyage
planning stage:















To ensure that the relevant ENCs and RNCs are available on the individual ECDIS units. These
checks should also include a review of areas, which may not have ENCs available, and may
need to be substituted with an RSC. In terms of Arctic navigation, particularly in areas of
limited hydrographic survey efforts5657, such planning and procedural considerations are of
even greater significance.
When making use of previous passage plans, an appraisal must be carried out in order to
ensure that the planned route is still safe. In relating these considerations to the Arctic case,
in a volatile and changeable environment, which is subject to significant change as a result
of the prevalence and movement of ice, such checks should form part of the procedural
routines employed by SEDNA end-users.
Any previous passages must be removed from displays so as to avoid confusion or uncertainty
in relation to routes.
Planned routes must be overlaid on the appropriate large scale ENC or RNC prior to focusing
in on smaller scale areas.
Chart symbols throughout the planned route should be reviewed and in order to identity
potential risks or dangers.
An appropriate cross track distance should be calculated and applied to each individual leg
between waypoints of the planned route. In Arctic navigation contexts, stakeholder
engagement and lit review efforts completed in SEDNA D3.55859 suggest that further
consideration may need to be given to this in scenarios involving ice affected regions,
icebreaker escorts, or convoys. The presence of ice with varying characteristics may result in
a need to transit to through areas in which cross track distances may need to be adjusted or
reduced in order to ensure safe and efficient transits.
Calculated limiting danger lines and contours to be uploaded and applied to the EDIS passage
plan component.
ETA information should be calculated making use of ECDIS bound voyage planning tools, or
derived making use of traditional manual speed time distance calculations. Arctic contexts
have a number of additional variables to consider in this regard as environmental factors such
as ice or extreme weather will influence these estimations. SEDNA end-users must therefore
consider these Arctic specific variables from a procedural perspective in order to ensure safe
and efficient transits.
Tidal data must be considered within the ECDIS planning phase also. If the tidal data is
automatically integrated with the vessel’s ECDIS unit, crosschecks must be complete.
The individual vessel data must inputted and checked prior to commencing voyages. Variables
such as a vessel’s draught or turning radiuses may vary as a result of changes to cargo
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characteristics, carriage quantities, or after the completion of refit periods or structural
adjustments. Vessel characteristics must therefore be checked and adjusted as part of the
procedural checks.
Finally, once the above checks are complete, the passage plan must be saved, secured and
stored with an appropriate backup mechanism, which cannot be adjusted by non-authorised
personnel.

Beyond the above maritime safety and ECDIS considerations, in framing planning within the tactical
phase of passage planning, the CCG guidelines highlight the need to focus on more local and dynamic
perspectives, in which end-users should focus on considering the following when planning routes:





Sourcing open water leads;
Identifying first year ice leads in close ice or more mature ice fields;
Avoid areas in which ridges have formed;
Avoid areas in which pressure regions may have formed or may potentially form.

3.3 Voyage Execution
In relation to execution, the IMO resolution cites the need for Masters to consider external factors
such as weather or other environmental conditions, which may affect the vessel’s progress or safety
both in terms of the voyage in its entirety, or between individual waypoints. Such considerations
suggests a need for Masters to apply dynamic risk management methodologies in assessing potential
risk, while also citing the need to consider the use of additional resources on board in terms of
manning, readiness, and technologies60. In applying dynamic risk management approaches, table 3.4
illustrates the mandatory variables, which Masters must consider in executing a planned voyage.
Voyage Execution Risk Management Variables
 The reliability and condition of the vessel's navigational equipment;
 Estimated times of arrival at critical points for tide heights and flow;
 Meteorological conditions, (particularly in areas known to be affected by frequent
periods of low visibility) as well as weather routeing information;
 Daytime versus night-time passing of danger points, and any effect this may have on
position fixing accuracy;
 Traffic conditions, especially at navigational focal points.
Table 3.4 Voyage Execution Extracts (A 2/Res.893)
In considering voyage execution within ice-affected planning contexts within the strategic phase,
international best practice61 cites the need for end-users to apply the following ice specific
considerations should there be a likelihood of operating within the ice-affected waters:


Plans should take into account any potential reductions in speed or course deviations and their
influence on ETA;
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The variations of the above depending on the nature of the ice e.g. age, concentration, thickness,
and potential waiting periods for maritime safety information;
Needs to potentially adjust the vessel’s draft/trim in order to compensate for ice characteristics;
The need to consider additional bridge resource management including lookouts and navigators.

When considering execution within the tactical phase, international best practice cites the need to
consider the same factors as those outlined within the strategic phases; however, the focus should
become more continuous or short term in order to account for the volatile and rapidly changing
conditions associated with the Arctic.

3.4 Voyage Monitoring
A 2/Res.893 illustrates a number of mandatory monitoring considerations, which includes the need to
have the passage plan continuously available to all deck officers engaged in watchkeeping and safety
monitoring. Additionally, the mandatory requirement to continuously monitor the vessel’s progress
in relation to the planned route is cited as a key element to completing a safe and efficient transit.
Finally, A2/Res.893 highlights the mandatory requirement for any adjustments or alterations to
planned routes, to be considered, reviewed and analysed making use of the three previous voyage
planning steps e.g. appraisal, planning and execution62. In considering the monitoring phase within
the procedural context, mandatory requirements outlined within this section of the IMO resolution
must be considered in order to ensure use and relevance for SEDNA end-users.
In terms of international best practice, the execution and monitoring phases of voyage planning are
considered primarily in the duties and responsibilities of an OOW (Officer of the Watch)63 throughout
a navigational watch, while also including the overarching responsibilities of a vessel’s Master
throughout the voyage lifecycle. In framing monitoring within the strategic and tactical phases
illustrated by the CCG64 (figure 3.2 refers), these guidelines cite the need for continuously monitoring
the route in terms of current progress, while also looking ahead and actively reviewing maritime safety
in relation to upcoming ice/ice-affected waters. The rationale for the proposed continuous monitoring
is due to the volatile and changeable nature of ice conditions within the Arctic. This continuous
evaluation of conditions must be considered in the context of SEDNA end-users who would potentially
make use of the Arctic bridge.
In terms of specific methods for monitoring routes, OOWs are tasked with monitoring the
aforementioned planned cross track distance outlined within the appraisal and planning stage, and
must monitor a vessel’s position in lateral terms relative to a vessel’s planned route. The purpose of
this lateral monitoring is to ensure that a vessel maintains an appropriate proximity to the pre-planned
route, while also ensuring that a vessel does not veer off track to positions, which will result in a
reduction in progress, navigational dangers, or risks of collision with other vessels. OOWs achieve this
monitoring by applying positional fixing techniques such as those described in SEDNA D3.565, and by
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completing a continuous monitoring and positional crosschecking with other available navigational
data such as varying terrestrial means and hydrographic survey data such as depth and contour lines.
OOWs are also required to monitor the integrity and accuracy of the data in use, and must apply
available methods to verify and cross check the derived data used to monitor a vessel’s progress and
safety. In considering these OOW monitoring requirements, there are a number of additional Arctic
navigation dynamics, which must be considered by OOWs. The aforementioned influence of cross
track distances as a result of ice navigation scenarios such as the presence of ice, icebreaker escorts,
or ice convoys, create additional checklist components for the procedures manual. Challenges
associated with positional fixing as a result of dynamic and rapidly changing topographies are a
monitoring and indeed a dynamic planning variable in which OOWs must consider throughout Arctic
voyages. In terms of the navigation data integrity, the shortcomings highlighted throughout SEDNA
D3.6 illustrate a number of shortcomings in critical positional data sources such as GNSS66 (Global
Navigation Satellite Systems), and heading determination equipment such as gyro and magnetic
compasses67. SEDNA end-users and indeed Arctic navigation as a whole, must consider data integrity
and crosschecks throughout procedural and checklist components throughout the entire Arctic
voyage lifecycle.
In terms of considering specific checklist focuses, table 3.5 outlines a number of factors illustrated
throughout the ICS Bridge Procedure Guide, which must be considered by SEDNA end-users operating
within coastal or restricted waters.
OOW Checks When Operation in Coastal or Restricted Waters
 Positional information and cross track distance should be monitored making use of the
most appropriate scale chart;
 Positional fixing methods must be applied at a suitable time interval relative to the
proximity of dangers or the restrictions at play;
 OOWs must positively identify navigation marks;
 OOWs must continuously consider vessel characteristics such as manoeuvrability and draft
relative to potential dangers or restrictions;
 OOWs must be aware of any restrictions imposed by shallow water influences on squat and
subsequent manoeuvring characteristics/capabilities;
 Mandatory reporting requirements must be adhered to
Table 3.5 Voyage Monitoring in Coastal or Restricted Waters
With regards the use of ECDIS for monitoring purposes, international best practice and data gathered
throughout the literature review and stakeholder engagement elements of SEDNA D3.5 outline a
number of monitoring focuses which should be considered by OOWs and are relevant to SEDNA endusers. Table 3.6 adapted from the ICS bridge procedures guide68 and data accrued throughout SEDNA
D3.569, illustrates a number of pre-departure and in voyage checks which must be fulfilled by SEDNA
end-users and indeed all OOWs making use of ECDIS throughout the Arctic.
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Voyage Monitoring ECDIS considerations
Pre-departure Checks
 End-users must ensure that the correct passage plan is uploaded on to primary and backup
ECDIS units;
 Safety considerations such as limiting danger lines are adjusted and in line with the vessels
characteristics;
 Alarm limits are adjusted so as to ensure that appropriate warnings are signalled to OOWs if
necessary;
 Navigation sensor data inputs must be checked in order verify that data inputs and displays are
functioning from the following primary aids to navigation:
o GNSS receivers;
o Heading measurements from gyro or GNSS compasses;
o Depth sounding sensors
o Speed sensor inputs such as electromagnetic logs
In-Voyage Checks
 End-users should continuously monitor limitations associated with ENC or RNCs in use;
 Monitor the amount of layered data displayed on the ECDIS unit throughout the voyage;
 The continuous need to monitor GNSS signal integrity and perform positional crosschecks;
 End-users must note the orientation mode in use (true or relative vectors);
 Offset centre views can increase forward looking monitoring with influencing the scales in use;
 The potential for ECDIS software anomalies, particularly with units illustrated throughout
regulatory guidelines70;
 End-users must consider time zone considerations;
 The functionality of selecting individual symbols in order in order to obtain additional
navigational safety data should be considered and applied.
Table 3.6 Pre-departure and in-voyage ECDIS checks
An additional factor to consider in terms of voyage planning is that of the need to adjust or amend
passage plans throughout the voyage. In volatile changeable environments such as Arctic, factors such
as extreme weather or ice may result in a need for vessel’s to adjust their pre-planned routes in order
to reduce risks to the vessels crew, the environment, and indeed the vessel itself. Additionally,
dynamic considerations such as the need to avail of icebreaker escorts or take part in convoy
operations can further result in the need for end-users to adjust the planned passage. The PWOM
section within this report deals with specific deviation considerations in which end-users may need to
apply should they encounter scenarios such as the following:






70

A change in destination for the vessel;
Deteriorating weather or challenging sea ice conditions;
Detecting a hazard or an issued navigational warning;
Direction or guidance issued by a vessel traffic service;
Responding to an emergency or SAR (Search and Rescue)

Appendix 1 – MSC.1/Circ. 1503/Rev.1 IMO Guidance for Good Practice - ECDIS
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Similar to regulatory guidelines, international best practice cites the potential need for end-users to
re-complete the appraisal and planning stages of the voyage planning, should the adjustments result
in significant changes to the pre-planned route. Such variables must therefore be considered from a
procedural perspective by end-users on board vessels engaged in Arctic voyages.

4. Applying SEDNA Research Innovations to the Safe Arctic Navigation
Paradigm
The purpose of this section is to consider the SEDNA safe Arctic navigation research innovations, which
are relevant to this deliverable. As outlined within the SEDNA DOA71, the bridge operating procedures
manual components of SEDNA D3.7 must be developed taking into account the outputs associated
with deliverables D2.472, D3.173, D3.374, D3.475 and D4.176. In considering the outputs of SEDNA D2.4 –
the Safe Arctic Bridge, this deliverable will consider the research innovations, which will focus on
potential bridge layout, possibilities for information overlay, and the widget applications used to
display data while also fulfilling functional requirements. SEDNA deliverables D3.1 and D3.3 focus
specifically on the development of optimised and validated forecast products in which SEDNA endusers can avail of more real time and up to date ice and weather forecast data. As outlined throughout
the planning aspects of this deliverable and throughout the literature review and stakeholder
engagement elements of SEDNA D3.5, up to date sea ice and weather forecasting continues to be a
challenge within the Arctic. Furthermore, this data is a key element within all phases associated with
passage planning, as weather and sea will influence planning, while also forming a key focus within
the monitoring phases. Finally, the VPT (Voyage Planning Tools) have the potential to be a key
consideration throughout the voyage planning and management phases, as it offers the potential to
facilitate safer and more efficient shipping. This increase in safety and efficiency can be achieved by
applying data driven algorithmic solutions, which make use of real world variables such as a vessel’s
performance data, sea and ice conditions.

4.1 SEDNA D2.4 Safe Arctic Bridge Considerations
The outputs associated with SEDNA D2.4 relevant in the context of this deliverable, focus primarily on
presenting a number of possibilities in relation to AR technology head mounted displays, while also
considering interaction architecture factors such as AR application components, information
component display systems, potential AR zones, and the need for consistent user interface. As bridge
layout is an integral consideration for bridge resource management and voyage planning as outlined
within the regulatory components cited within section 2 of this deliverable, the proposed interaction
architecture developed within SEDNA D2.4 must be considered within the procedural and checklist
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development components of this deliverable in the context of the bridge layout and equipment
available.

4.1.1 SEDNA D2.4 AR Application Components
As outlined in figure 4.1, the AR application components within the safe Arctic bridge concepts
consist of five functional elements.

Figure 4.1 Safe Arctic Bridge AR Applications (Credit: AHO - SEDNA D2.4)
The functional and interface considerations described in SEDNA D2.4 will therefore be considered
throughout the procedural and checklist components of this deliverable in the context of voyage
planning and monitoring considerations.
One of the key challenges highlighted throughout the stakeholder engagement elements of SEDNA
D3.577 is that of the increased overload placed on SEDNA end-users during ice navigation. Scenarios
such as transiting areas of heavy ice concentrations, traffic density, icebreaker escorts or convoys all
place additional loads on end-users attempting to transit these volatile situations. One of the primary
causal factors of this overload was the layout and design of e-navigation equipment, specifically in
terms of accessing critical safety data in relation to collision avoidance and manoeuvring intervals,
while also monitoring maritime safety factors. Theorists attribute this increased overload to a concept
widely discussed in the area of human factors knows as MRT (Multiple Resource Theory). Research
suggests that during instances of increased cognitive overload, the effectiveness in which an operator
can perform secondary tasks during a multi-task type situation is very much dependent on individual
“spare capacity” when applying cognition in task performance78. Further research applied within
maritime scenarios lends support to this concept, citing the potential catastrophic results associated
with performance failures within this context79. The AR applications developed within the Safe Arctic
Bridge therefore have the potential to address these cognitive overload challenges. In designing user
interfaces, which facilitate data display overlays, which can be monitored without removing the endusers attention from primary monitoring tasks, the likelihood of successfully performing a maritime
safety task becomes less reliant on individual “spare capacity”, thus reducing overload and risk, while
77
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also improving safety. These improvements can be achieved through the application of the developed
user-centric SEDNA AR design concepts, which have the capacity to overlay and display critical safety
information in a much more accessible way, while also facilitating easy access to vessel controls, and
seamless switching between data displays and user controls through widget and application functions.

4.1.2 SEDNA D2.4 Information Component Display System
Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 adapted from SEDNA D2.4 outline a number of possible information
component display systems, which could be employed throughout the Arctic bridge in order to
address the aforementioned cognitive overload challenges. The outlined ‘pinned’ components and
the potential navigation safety data which could be on display, will be considered from a voyage
planning perspective, particularly within the execution and monitoring phases as end-users could
make use of these displays to seamlessly monitor the vessel’s progress and track both in terms of
safety, progress, and efficiency. Furthermore, these displays address some of the mainstream bridge
equipment functions captured via stakeholder engagement throughout SEDNA D3.580. This potential
use of AR technology facilitates end-user monitoring via the HoloLens hardware. Such applications
would be a key asset for SEDNA end-users while transiting Arctic bridge operations, which result in
increased overload such as tactical voyage monitoring scenarios when operating in close proximity to
hazardous ice, ice escorts, or convoys.
SEDNA End-users
monitor data while
maintaining lookout

Potential Safe
Arctic Bridge
Monitoring Views

Figure 4.2 Monitoring Arctic Voyages via HoloLens (Credit: AHO)
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Safe Arctic Bridge
Convoy
manoeuvring
interval Monitoring
Data Displays

Safe Arctic Bridge
Convoy Speed
Distance Data
Displays

Figure 4.3 Convoy Manoeuvring Monitoring Data (Credit: AHO)
An additional functional possibility associated with these data sources is that of multi-vessel platform
sharing. Within this realm, vessels operating in close proximity within the Arctic have the potential to
further improve their situational and domain awareness through common sharing platforms81. Such
integration would further reduce risks associated with Arctic shipping and improve efficiency, as
vessels have the scope to access data from numerous vessels/sensors positioned and receiving data
throughout the Arctic.

Figure 4.4 Safe Arctic Bridge: Information Component Display System (Credit: AHO - SEDNA D2.4)
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4.1.3 SEDNA D2.4 Potential AR Zones
The potential AR Zones are an essential consideration for SEDNA end-users in considering the
potential areas in which navigation safety data will be displayed. The regulatory sections within this
deliverable outlined the mandatory workplace requirements and need to consider where data will be
displayed throughout the bridge as end-users plan and monitor voyages. SEDNA D2.4 illustrates
possibilities in terms of where the data can be displayed for use by end-users monitoring passages,
and are aligned with regulatory requirements outlined within both Arctic and mainstream navigation
contexts. Figure 4.5 adapted from SEDNA D2.4 illustrates these possibilities, outlining the need to
consider primary work positions such as defined OOW workplaces, bridge windows and possible
spaces in-between as options for overlaying navigational safety data.

Figure 4.5 Safe Arctic Bridge: Potential AR Zones (Credit: SEDNA D2.4)
These above data positional possibilities must therefore be considered within the bridge operating
procedures for Arctic voyages, particularly during the monitoring phases.

4.1.4 Consistent Design of User Interface
Finally, the use of consistent design user interfaces facilitates a number of potential opportunities for
SEDNA end-users within the safe arctic navigation paradigm. Consistent designs provides a means in
which procedural and checklist refinement can be achieved as they reduce the need to have multiple
checklists for various equipment types used by end-users. Furthermore, the use of common user
interfaces beyond the SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge design concept increases the potential applicability of
SEDNA Arctic Bridge Operating Manual, as the refined procedures developed based around such
consistent design interfaces will become relevant throughout a number navigational bridges used
throughout Arctic navigation contexts.

4.2 SEDNA Voyage Planning Tools
The VPT (Voyage Planning Tool) concepts developed throughout SEDNA D3.4 are designed to facilitate
more effective decision making for end-users seeking to identify and transit the safest and most
efficient routes throughout the Arctic. By applying a SMART data driven approach, which considers
dynamic variables such as a vessel’s characteristics on commencing a voyage, and the ever-changing
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sea ice, and weather conditions, SEDNA end-users can plan, select and monitor routes more
effectively.

4.2.1 SEDNA Voyage Planning Tool Functionalities
Before considering the procedural and checklist components associated with the safe Arctic bridge,
specific user interface functionalities must be considered in order to seamlessly integrate SEDNA
technologies such as the VPT into bridge operational procedures. This section presents this analysis
by applying the global regulatory approach to voyage planning of appraisal, planning, execution, and
monitoring, and briefly illustrates the points within this cycle in which the VPT would be applied, while
also outlining some basic functionality considerations.
4.2.1.1 VPT Voyage Appraisal and Planning
The VPT would be used initially within the appraisal and planning phases, which would involve a
number of data input and review phases. As outlined in figure 4.4, the appraisal and planning aspects
of the VPT are considered within the four following phases:





Voyage Details
Operational Conditions
Operational Constraints
Model Settings

Figure 4.4 VPT Data Input Phases (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)

Figures 4.5 – 4.8 illustrate the data input phases, which end-users must fulfil throughout the voyage
appraisal and planning aspects of an Arctic Voyage lifecycle.
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Voyage Details:
SEDNA end-users enter
preliminary appraisal
and planning data

Figure 4.5 VPT Voyage Detail Inputs (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)

Operational Conditions:
SEDNA end-users enter vessel
characteristics, fuel efficiency
parameters, and cost
components if applicable

Figure 4.6 VPT operational Conditions Inputs (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)
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Operational Constraints:
SEDNA end-users enter
dynamic environmental
variables associated with sea
and ice conditions

Figure 4.7 VPT operational Constraints Inputs (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)

Model Settings:
SEDNA end-users data model
inputs

Figure 4.8 VPT Model Settings Inputs (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)
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Upon completion of the data input phases, SEDNA end-users are presented with a voyage plan
overview, which encompasses the various waypoints and legs as outlined in figure 4.9. The VPT will
also present voyage data such as overall distance, time, fuel consumption and cost if applicable to the
charter (figure 4.9 refers). These overlays can facilitate greater decision making for SEDNA end-users
during the appraisal and planning phases of Arctic Voyages. By presenting the overall route and voyage
data, end-users can quickly determine the safest and most efficient route through the Arctic, while
also considering dynamic variables such as the vessel’s characteristics, and sea ice/wave conditions.

Transit data

Voyage
Waypoints/legs

Figure 4.9 VPT Arctic Voyage Overview (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)

The ‘operational’ page on the VPT (fig 4.10 refers) provides an overview of the proposed route, while
also presenting the operational conditions and constraints inputted during the data entry phase.
Additionally, this function can serve as a means for end-users to cross check the data entered during
the data entry phases.
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Operational
Conditions
Voyage
Waypoints/legs

Operational
Constraints

Figure 4.10 VPT Operations Page (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)

On completion of appraisal and planning data inputs and cross checks, SEDNA end-users can
seamlessly export the planned route to an electronic aid to navigation such as ECDIS, thus integrating
the VPT with other aspects of the Safe Arctic Bridge (Figure 4.11 refers).

Route export
options

Figure 4.11 VPT Route Export Functions (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)
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4.2.1.2 VPT Voyage Execution and Monitoring
The monitoring functionalities associated with the SEDNA VPT link directly with the voyage execution
and monitoring phases of passage planning. As the VPT would be integrated with other e-navigation
sensors and the Safe Arctic Bridge as a whole, in theory this continuous loop can ensure that SEDNA
end-users monitor a vessel’s progress throughout an Arctic voyage with greater accuracy. This
accuracy can be attained as a result of the VPT’s capacity to monitor and update a vessel’s position
and progress as it also considers the dynamic environmental variables associated with the Arctic
environment. The VPT’s capacity to update a route in the event of detecting Arctic navigation hazards
such as Icebergs or areas of ice coverage likely to incur damage to the vessel provides an additional
SMARTER safety layer within the monitoring phase. This safety layer ensures that a vessel can avoid
certain risks, while also availing of the most efficient route (Figure 4.12 refers). These updates are
completed as the data becomes available which is roughly every twelve hours. Should SEDNA endusers detect a hazard via another means within this 12-hour period, the manual input functionalities
allow end-users to update the route within the VPT manually. As these manual updates will still make
use of the inputted dynamic variable data, SEDNA end-users can still avail of the safety and efficiency
benefits associated with the VPT.

SMART Route update as
a result of a newly
detected hazard
Initial route
calculated by the
VPT

Figure 4.12 VPT SMART Update based on newly detected hazard (Credit: Chalmers)
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VPT Efficiency
data

Figure 4.13 VPT Efficiency Monitoring (Adapted from VPT design concepts – Credit: AHO; CHAL; GS; UoS)

Additionally, beyond safety, efficiency can be very quickly and smartly monitored throughout the
voyage as SEDNA end-users can make use of the fuel efficiency graphical displays outlined within the
VPT route page as outlined in figure 4.13. Furthermore, by overlaying vessel performance and progress
data such as SOG (speed over the ground) RPM (Revolutions Per Minute), and fuel expenditure, SEDNA
end-users can make more informed and holistic decisions in relation to efficiency which not only
consider speed, but also additional performance variables throughout the Arctic voyage.

4.3 SEDNA Sea Ice Forecasts
The sea ice forecast solutions developed within WP3 are designed to integrate data from forecast
sources such as Copernicus82, with e-navigation equipment used within the Safe Arctic Bridge such as
ECDIS (Figure 4.14 refers). In integrating sea ice forecast data with ECDIS, the data will also be
integrated with additional voyage planning and monitoring data sources/systems such as vessel
performance data, route progress, forecasts, positional data, depth soundings, marine radar, and AIS.
Such integration ensures that all key data used throughout the entire Arctic voyage lifecycle can be
accessed and viewed within a single workstation outlet. This amalgamation of data sources associated
with the Safe Arctic Bridge therefore has the potential to facilitate more holistic, efficient, and
effective safety monitoring throughout the harsh environments associated with the Arctic.

82

Copernicus Marine Service:
https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/?option=com_csw&task=results?option=com_csw&view=details&pro
duct_id=GLOBAL_ANALYSISFORECAST_PHY_CPL_001_015
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Planned route
displayed on
ECDIS
Vessel’s current
position relative
to planned track

Sea Ice Forecast
Overlay

Figure 4.14 Sea Ice Forecast ECDIS Overlay (Credit: MET; AHO)
From a planning perspective, the Copernicus data sources, which are applied in this context, are as
follows:







Ocean currents;
Sea ice thickness;
Sea ice concentration/drift;
Sea level;
Sea temperature;
Salinity and depth

In considering the timescales associated with the data, the seven-day sea ice forecast data available
from Copernicus is updated on a daily basis resulting in daily changes to the overlaid sea-ice imagery.
SEDNA end-users from a procedural and checklist perspective, must consider these update cycles
throughout the entire voyage planning lifecycle in order to ensure that decisions are being made
making use of the most recent data. Furthermore, SEDNA end-users must also consider other dynamic
variables beyond this scope from additional sources such as wave height and weather.

4.3.1 Sea Ice Forecasting Voyage Appraisal and Planning
In providing SEDNA end-users with the capacity to overlay sea ice-forecast data on to e-navigation
displays, end-users can assess with greater efficiency an accuracy, how safe and efficient the planned
route is likely to be. The visual representation which not only highlights the presence of ice, but also
the characteristics such as concentration and thickness, allows end-users to very quickly assess risks
and make adjustments if necessary. Furthermore, from a procedural and checklist perspective, this
data overlay can provide a means of cross checking the routes calculated within the SEDNA VPT. In
integrating VPT derived routes which have been calculated through use of dynamic Arctic
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environmental data, SEDNA end-users can quickly cross check calculated routes as the visual overlay
will very quickly and efficiently highlight any potential safety considerations for end-users.

4.3.2 Sea Ice Forecasting Voyage Execution and Monitoring
Similar to the voyage appraisal and planning phases, SEDNA end-users would have access to the
overlaid sea ice-forecast data throughout the voyage, which should be used throughout the execution
and monitoring phases. By integrating these concepts throughout the Safe Arctic bridge, SEDNA endusers can seamlessly monitor safety throughout the voyage. In applying foresight analysis throughout
the voyage, SEDNA end-users should be continuously looking ahead assessing the upcoming ice
conditions, and applying dynamic risk analysis methods in determining whether or not the planned
route continues to be safe. In considering procedural and checklist components, while the monitoring
should be relatively continuous depending on the severity of conditions, this analysis should be
completed at a minimum upon completion of each Copernicus data update cycle (once daily). This
monitoring would be complete from the SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge ECDIS workstation as illustrated in
figure 4.15.

Safe Arctic Bridge
Workstation
Planned route
displayed on
ECDIS

Figure 4.15 Sea Ice Forecast Workstation ECDIS Overlay (Credit: MET; AHO)
Additionally, this monitoring could be completed via the proposed HoloLens hardware described
within the Safe Arctic Bridge.
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5. Safe Arctic Bridge Operating Procedures Manual
This section illustrates the safe Arctic bridge operating procedures, which SEDNA end-users can
employ when making use of SEDNA research innovations within the Safe Arctic Bridge83, VPT84, and
sea ice forecasting85 concepts. The manual has also been developed making use of inputs from several
other SEDNA research innovation activities including deliverables D3.586 and D3.6. Expert knowledge
from Icebreaker navigators has been applied as a means of including procedures and approaches from
expert Ice navigation end-users to mainstream shipping operators who could finds themselves
operating in the Arctic. Additionally, these checklists consider e-navigation technology shortcomings
highlighted within SEDNA D3.687, while also integrating where relevant, functionalities from SEDNA
research innovations, which could assist in addressing this gap. Finally, in order to facilitate the
necessary impact from a shipping industry perspective, the safe Arctic bridge operating procedures
place the regulatory and international best practice frameworks associated with voyage planning cited
throughout this deliverable as a central component of these checklists88.

5.1 Safe Arctic Bridge Layout and Workstation
As outlined within numerous SEDNA deliverables, as trade within the maritime sector is not legally
possible without adhering to the global regulatory standards/requirements, design, procedural, or
checklist components, which do not address these requirements, are of no value or use to SEDNA endusers. In fulfilling the necessary impact requirement of this deliverable89, the safe Arctic bridge
operating procedures manual has been developed under the assumption that a vessel will be
equipped with the necessary regulatory required e-navigation, layout and workstation considerations
described in section 2. Additionally, checklist components in terms of the functionality associated with
the developed research innovations described in section 4 have been incorporated so as to
demonstrate potential avenues for integration from a bridge operations/procedural perspective.

5.1.1 Bridge Layout and Equipment
The safe Arctic bridge operating procedures consider the bridge layout as that outlined in figure 5.1
and below, and in the previous SOLAS requirements illustrated in section 2 and figure 5.2.

83

SEDNA Deliverable 2.4 Safe Arctic Bridge
SEDNA Deliverable 3.3 Validated forecast products and ice monitoring system
85
SEDNA Deliverable 3.4 Multi-objective Arctic voyage optimization
86
SEDNA Deliverable 3.5 Codified Arctic Knowledge
87
SEDNA Deliverable 3.6
88
SEDNA Deliverable 1.1 Regulatory Frameworks
89
SEDNA DOA Impact target 1: proof of concept for new operational and traffic management approaches
(including those in extreme environments)
89
SEDNA DOA Impact target 5: international co-operation, in providing inputs to the international regulatory
regimes
89
SEDNA DOA Impact objective 2: Providing proof of concept of several new operational approaches to
support safe voyages in the Arctic region. These include a human-centred operational environment,
procedures and training guidelines for the ice-going ship’s bridge
84
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Figure 5.1 Safe Arctic Bridge: Potential AR Zones (Credit: SEDNA D2.4)

Figure 5.2 Recommended Bridge Workstation Layout: Adapted from MSC/Circ.982
It is proposed that these functions will be addressed using a combination of traditional workspace
layouts as illustrated in figure 5.2, while also incorporating the AR zone possibilities illustrated in figure
5.1 and section 4.
In terms of specific e-navigational equipment, similar to bridge layout, the procedural checklists have
been developed to consider the global regulatory requirements described in section 2. The equipment
listed also considers the desktop and end-user engagement elements of SEDNA deliverables D3.590
and D3.691. Additionally, consideration is also given to integrating the functional components of the
SEDNA technologies described in section 4. Table 5.1 therefore provides an overview of the equipment
a data sources available within the Safe Arctic Bridge.

90
91

Section 3.2.2 Polar Navigation – SEDNA Deliverable D3.5
Section 2. Arctic Navigation Technology Review – SEDNA Deliverable D3.6
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Safe Arctic Bridge Navigation Equipment and Data Sources
E-Navigation Equipment:
 Heading measurement through use of the following:
o True heading with traditional gyro, fibre optic gyro, or GNSS
o Magnetic Compass backup
 ARPA Radar:
o 3Ghz and 9 Ghz systems for short and long range detection
 AIS unit
SEDNA
 Depth sounding/measurement capacities
technology RIs  GNSS Unit
 SEDNA VPT
 SEDNA Sea Ice Forecasting data
 ECDIS Unit:
o With the most up to date hydrographic charts/data;
SEDNA AR Data
o Heading measurement inputs
outputs display
o GNSS signal inputs;
concepts
o ARPA Radar Inputs;
o AIS Data Input;
o Depth soundings data inputs;
o SEDNA VPT;
o SEDNA Sea Ice forecasting Tools;
o With the necessary regulatory redundancy
 Ship handling data display considerations:
o Rate of turn indicators;
o Speed distance measuring device;
o Within integrated bridge systems, equipment must be fitted with alarm systems
designed to alert operators, while not impeding the functionality of other
navigation or safer operational functions
 Search lights for night time navigation
 GMDSS Equipment92
 Hydrographic and navigation data sources for mariners93
Table 5.1 Safe Arctic Bridge Navigation Equipment and data sources

5.1.2 Bridge Resources Management
In considering bridge resource management, this section outlines the personnel available throughout
the Arctic voyage contexts, and their level of training/competency based on regulatory and industry
norms. With this in mind, table 5.2 illustrates the crewing levels within the bridge team, and the likely
levels of competency based on stakeholder engagement data from SEDNA D3.5, and the regulatory
training factors presented in section 2 of this deliverable. While stakeholder engagement in SEDNA

92
93

Section 3.3 Challenges to Effective Communications in the Arctic - SEDNA Deliverable D3.6
Section 3.2.2 Polar Navigation – SEDNA Deliverable D3.5
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D3.594 highlighted a need for bridge staffing levels to be further reviewed within a global regulatory
context citing a need for additional resources, in order to achieve the necessary industry relevance
and impact, staffing for the purpose of this deliverable is considered within the current global
regulatory landscape.
Position
Master

STCW Competency
 Master Mariner
Unlimited STCW COC;
 Chief Mate Master
Unlimited STCW COC;
 OOW Unlimited STCW
COC.

Ice Navigation Competency
 Advanced Polar
Operations Training;
 Basic Polar Operations
Training.

Other

Chief
Officer



Chief Mate Master
Unlimited STCW COC;
OOW Unlimited STCW
COC.



Advanced Polar
Operations Training;
Basic Polar Operations
Training.





Basic Polar Operations
Training.







2nd Officer



OOW Unlimited STCW
COC.

3rd Officer



OOW Unlimited STCW
 Basic Polar Operations
COC.
Training.
Table 5.2 Safe Arctic Bridge Resource Management

Industry norms
suggest that a Chief
Officer will more
than likely have an
Unlimited Master’s
COC
Industry norms
suggest that a 2nd
Officer may have an
Unlimited Chief’s
COC and Advanced
Polar Training

5.2 Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Planning Checklist Components
The procedural checklist components illustrated within the manual, have been developed based on a
refinement of the IMO regulatory requirements outlined in section 2 with the international best
practices prescribed in section 3, while also integrating the functionalities associated with SEDNA
research innovation technology deliverables. The checklist components also apply the international
best practice approach of considering voyage planning in either strategic or tactical terms based on
the potential proximity to ice in which a vessel plans to operate.

5.2.1 Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Appraisal
Table 5.3 illustrates the initial voyage appraisal planning considerations, which SEDNA end-users
should apply within the Arctic voyage appraisal and planning phases. As the international best practice
do not consider significant distinguishable focuses between strategic and tactical scenarios95, the
checklist components have been refined into one table.
94

Section (4) Ice Breaker Site Visits – SEDNA Deliverable 3.5
Para 4.4.1 Strategic Phase (Appraisal) Passage Planning: Ice Navigation in Canadian Waters, Canadian Coast
Guard
95
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Strategic Voyage Appraisal Considerations for Passage Planning
 Location and availability of icebreakers.
 Concentration of marine traffic in the area.
 Source data information.
 The availability and potential use of ice navigation specialists and the area of operation.
 Hydrographic survey efforts.
 Procedures relating to safety parameters, including:
o Conditions when it is not safe to enter areas containing ice or icebergs because of darkness swell fog and ice
under pressure.
o Safe distance to icebergs.
o Presence of ice, icebergs and growlers, and safe speed in these areas.
 Potential availability of other vessels/SAR infrastructure.
 Monitoring requirements for updated routeing instructions and forecasts

Tactical Considerations


N/A during the
appraisal stage

Strategic Voyage Appraisal Considerations for Passage Duration


Potential need to reduce speed as a result of ice, and the potential additional fuel which may be required to maintain
planned transit.
 Changeable sea ice and weather conditions, which may result in multiple course and/or route changes.
 The vessel may become temporarily beset in ice.
 Potential non-availability of icebreaker escort services.
 The need to potentially manage the use of fuel, water and other critical consumables, during the planned voyage.
 Review defined parameters for reserves of fuel, water and other critical consumables, during the planned voyage.
Strategic Voyage Appraisal Considerations – Bridge Resource Management
In considering additional requirements imposed by Arctic voyages, the following BRM planning checks should be considered:


Potential extended periods of activity during continuous operation in all potential types and concentrations of ice.
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Potential needs to increase bridge manning during icebreaker escort or convoy operations.
Potential requirements for additional bridge resources such as lookouts and helmsmen in order to maintain safe
navigation.
Additional ice navigation training requirements associated with Arctic voyages.

Table 5.3 Strategic Voyage Planning Components (Adapted from IMO Guidelines96 and Best Practice Guides9798)
An additional procedural component to consider at this point for SEDNA end-users is that of communication equipment. SEDNA deliverable D3.699 presented
the numerous challenges associated with operating maritime communication technology the Arctic. As a result of factors such as a limited satellite coverage,
novel atmospheric anomalies, and vast distances, SEDNA end-users may experience communication challenges throughout an Arctic voyage. The following
communications checklist considerations illustrated in table 5.4 consider international best practice100101 and regulatory guidelines102.
Strategic Voyage Appraisal Considerations for Passage Planning – Communications Checklist

Tactical Considerations









Potential compliance challenges with GMDSS requirements.
Potential limitations of geo-stationary satellites.
The possibility of service interruptions from planned low earth orbiting satellites/service.
The potential need to establish a LAN (Local Area Network) when not on transit voyage.
Very High Frequency communications coverages:
o Radiotelephony;
o AIS Units

N/A during the
appraisal stage

96

IMO Voyage Planning Guidelines
ICS Bridge Procedures Guide
98
ICS Guidelines for Developing Polar Operations Manual
99
Section 3 Arctic Communication Technology Review – SEDNA deliverable D3.6
100
Chapter 2 Passage Planning Bridge Procedure Guidelines Published International Chamber of Shipping 5 th Ed
101
Para 2.4.2 Guidelines for the Development of a Polar Water Operational Manual - International Chamber of Shipping (2019)
102
Section (4) Ice Breaker Site Visits: Global Maritime Distress and Safety System Checks – SEDNA Deliverable D3.5
97
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o Digital Selective Calling units
Aeronautical Search and Rescue (SAR) band radios.
Bandwidth coverage in order to facilitate effective tele-medicine.
The potential of operating in areas of reduced bandwidth.

Table 5.4 Strategic Voyage Planning Bridge Communication Components

5.2.2 Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Planning
Table 5.5 illustrates the planning considerations, which SEDNA end-users should apply within the Arctic voyage and planning phases.
Voyage Planning Navigation Data Checklist Considerations
Strategic Passage Planning
Ocean/All water Passage Contexts
Complete functionality check of the following e-navigation equipment:
 Heading measurement through use of the following:
o True heading with traditional gyro, fibre optic gyro, or GNSS
o Magnetic Compass backup
 ARPA Radar:
o 3Ghz and 9 Ghz systems for short and long range detection
 AIS unit
 Depth sounding/measurement capacities
 GNSS Unit
 SEDNA VPT
 SEDNA Sea Ice Forecasting data
 ECDIS Unit:
o Up to date hydrographic charts/data;
o Heading measurement inputs
o GNSS signal inputs;

Additional Tactical Passage Planning Considerations
(When encountering ice)





Source open water leads to minimise ice
interaction;
If interaction is unavoidable, identify first year ice
leads in close ice or more mature ice fields;
Identify areas in which ridges have formed and plan
to avoid these high-pressure zones.
Avoid areas in which pressure regions may have
formed or may potentially form.
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o ARPA Radar Inputs;
o AIS Data Input;
o Depth soundings data inputs;
o SEDNA VPT;
o SEDNA Sea Ice forecasting Tools;
o System backups
 Ship handling data display considerations:
o Rate of turn indicators;
o Speed distance measuring device;
o Within integrated bridge systems, equipment must be fitted with alarm systems
designed to alert operators, while not impeding the functionality of other
SEDNA Safe Arctic
navigation or safer operational functions
Bridge Layer
 Search lights for night time navigation
 GMDSS Equipment
 Complete functionality check of Safe Arctic Bridge AR display equipment:
o AR headset displays;
o E-navigation data inputs;
SEDNA VPT Layers
o Voyage monitoring data displays.
 Hydrographic and navigation data sources for mariners
 Input voyage details data into SEDNA VPT:
o Vessel details;
o Departure port
o Arrival port
o Estimated departure time in UTC
o Estimated arrival time in UTC
 Input operational conditions into SEDNA VPT:
o Departure draft fore;
o Departure draft aft;
o Target speed;
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SEDNA Sea Ice
Forecasting 
Layers 


o Fuel efficiency parameters;
o Daily chartering costs (if applicable)
Input operational constraints into SEDNA VPT:
o Maximum significant wave height;
o Maximum wind speed;
o Maximum sea ice concentration;
o Maximum sea ice thickness;
o Minimum water depth.
Input SEDNA Model Settings
Calculate route on VPT and check the following data outputs:
o Review calculated route data including waypoints and legs;
o Review and cross-check inputted transit data:
 Departure and arrival ports
 Departure and arrival times
 Distance and duration
 Fuel consumption
 Cost per day (if applicable)
o Review and cross-check operational conditions and constraints within route
optimiser (operational)
Export calculated route from VPT to ECDIS unit and upload to chart display;
Review and cross-check distance between waypoints (legs);
Review and cross-check planned track based on true course;
Upload the most recent sea ice forecasting data derived from SEDNA forecasting products
Overlay ice data on to planned route and complete the following:
o Review ice concentrations/characteristics on the planned route;
o Assess safety based on the ice data;
o Review ice classification and vessel design characteristics;
o Adjust route if necessary in order to avoid ice or to transit at reduced speeds.
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o

If another forecast becomes available prior to departure, upload, overlay and recheck the planned route.
 Identify navigational hazards throughout route;
 Calculate cross track distances;
 Limiting danger line considerations and contour checks;
SEDNA Safe  Review maritime safety information including weather data for the planned area;
Arctic Bridge  Note any IMO defined routing areas which a vessel may be required to adhere to throughout
Layer
the voyage;
 Prior to departure, check AR overlays of planned routes to exit port/harbour.
 Note and adhere to any IMO defined ship reporting systems designed to increased safety
through making use of mandatory hailing points for vessels to update vessel traffic services
throughout planned voyages.
 Update AIS transmission data for safety and environmental monitoring by vessel traffic
services.
Additional Coastal Passage Considerations
 Clearing bearings relative to limited danger lines;
 Highlighted conspicuous charted features for positional fixing;
 Dangerous areas to be avoided completely;
 Routing and reporting requirements;
 Under keel clearance calculations and safe water determination
 Tidal data;
 Points in which critical decision making will be required;
 Contingency planning factors.
Additional Pilotage Passage Considerations
 A calculated turn radius of each course alteration
 The wheel over positions of the various course alterations (the point before a waypoint
in which a turn must commence)
Table 5.5 Voyage Planning Checklists (Strategic and Planning Components)






Source open water leads to minimise ice
interaction;
If interaction is unavoidable, identify first year ice
leads in close ice or more mature ice fields;
Identify areas in which ridges have formed and plan
to avoid these high-pressure zones.
Avoid areas in which pressure regions may have
formed or may potentially form
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5.2.3 Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Execution
Table 5.6 illustrates the voyage execution components of voyage planning within the Safe Arctic Bridge.
Voyage Execution Checklist Considerations
Strategic Passage Execution

Additional Tactical Passage Planning Considerations
(When encountering ice)

Bridge Operators must complete the following checks
 The reliability and condition of the vessel's navigational equipment:

o Operational condition;
o Validity and accuracy;
o Identify critical points on the voyage where validity and accuracy may become

impaired;
o Prepare mitigating factors
 Estimated times of arrival at critical points including the following:
o Tidal data;
o Time of day;
o Potential traffic density;
o Ice concentrations/characteristics.
 Environmental conditions throughout including the following:
o Weather forecasts (wind, wave height, weather warnings);
o Sea ice forecasts;
o Visibility.
 Daytime versus night-time passing of danger points, and any effect this may have on
position fixing accuracy;
 Traffic concentrations throughout, particularly in areas with reduced sea room.
 Identify points throughout where potential reductions in speed or course deviations and
their influence on ETA;
 In reviewing the above consider the following ice condition variables:
o Ice age;

When approaching and transiting ice, the strategic
execution factors must be applied on a continuous
basis.
The following dynamic actions should be
considered:
o Reducing ice accretion as follows:
 Reducing speed;
 Adjusting course;
 If necessary, seek refuge;
o Assess de-icing priorities depending on
the experienced conditions;
o Protective covers for e-navigation
equipment.
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o Ice concentration;
o Ice thickness;
o Potential waiting periods for maritime safety information;
Needs to potentially adjust the vessel’s draft/trim in order to compensate for ice
characteristics;
The need to consider additional bridge resource management including lookouts and
navigators.

Table 5.6 Voyage Execution Checklists

5.2.4 Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Monitoring
Table 5.7 illustrates the pre-departure/arrival checklists, which SEDNA end-users must consider before departing a berth and applying voyage-monitoring
practices within the Safe Arctic Bridge.
Voyage Monitoring Checklist Considerations
Strategic Passage Monitoring

Additional Tactical Passage Monitoring
Considerations (When encountering ice)

Pre-departure/Arrival Checks
Passage Plan:

 Ensure that the VPT is set up with the correct planned route;
 Check interface between VPT and ECDIS;
 Ensure that the correct berth to berth passage plan is uploaded on to primary and backup ECDIS units;
 Master must check and approve passage plan;
 Bridge operators must be briefed on the plan;
 Safety considerations such as limiting danger lines are adjusted and in line with the vessels characteristics;
 The latest sea ice forecast data derived from the SEDNA forecasting tools must be available on the bridge
and uploaded to ECDIS;
 The latest weather forecasts must be available on the bridge;
 Alarm limits are adjusted so as to ensure that appropriate warnings are signalled to OOWs if necessary;

N/A within these phases.
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Latest NTMs (Notice to Mariners) and maritime safety information must be available on the bridge;
Passage monitoring data inputs must be available on AR goggles.

Equipment Checks:
 Search light operational checks (particularly for night operations);
 Heading measurement through use of the following:
o True heading with traditional gyro, fibre optic gyro, or GNSS;
o Magnetic Compass backup;
 ARPA Radar:
o 3Ghz and 9 Ghz systems for short and long range detection
 Depth sounding/measurement capacities;
 GNSS Unit;
 Ensure that the following ECDIS sensor data inputs are checked:
o GNSS receivers;
o Heading measurements from gyro or GNSS compasses;
o Depth sounding sensors;
o Speed sensor inputs such as electromagnetic logs;
o ARPA Radar Inputs;
o AIS Data Input;
o Depth soundings data inputs;
o SEDNA VPT;
o SEDNA Sea Ice forecasting Tools;
o System backups.
 AR data inputs and voyage monitoring overlays;
 Positional fixing equipment accuracy;
 AIS unit check and voyage data update;
 Check and synchronise bridge clocks with GNSS;
 GMDSS equipment checks;
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Navigation lights and signalling equipment;
LRIT
Manoeuvring controls;
Voyage Data Recording systems

Port and pilotage checks:
 Pilot schedule confirmed;
 Bridge communications adjusted to monitor port/pilotage operations;
Table 5.7 Pre-departure/Arrival Safe Arctic Bridge Checks
Table 5.8 illustrates strategic and tactical checks, which must be completed by SEDA end-users throughout the monitoring phase.
Voyage Monitoring Checklist Considerations
Strategic Passage Monitoring
In-Voyage Checks
Passage Plan:
Data integrity:
 End-users should continuously monitor limitations associated with ENC or RNCs in use;
 Potential ECDIS software anomalies, particularly with units illustrated throughout
regulatory guidelines;
 Monitor heading measurement device accuracy;
 Monitor GNSS signal integrity and perform positional crosschecks;
 Cross check depth sounding data;
Equipment Setup:
 Adjust and monitor AR displays making use of relevant application and widget functions
depending on factors such as:

Additional Tactical Passage Monitoring Considerations
(When encountering ice)
On approaching ice, an OOW must:
 Inform the Master;
 Prepare engines for immediate manoeuvring;
 Alert key crew members;
 Increase watertight integrity;
 Adjust speed as necessary to safely transit the
affected area;
 Increase communication monitoring for
localised ice safety data;
 Broadcast/report ice safety data as outlined in
SOLAS requirements.
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o Proximity to ice;
Voyage Planning Tools (Ice avoidance Scenario):
o Ice characteristics/concentrations;
 Update route on receipt of maritime safety
o Proximity to navigation hazards;
data;
o Traffic density;
 Review updated route based on voyage
o Proximity to other vessels.
appraisal and planning consideration;
 VPT and ECDIS interfaces checked in order to ensure that progress and safety monitoring
 Consider, does the updated route impose any
is accurate and based on valid data;
additional safety concerns;
 Ensure that Sea ice forecasting tools are set up to receive and display the most up to date
 Review latest SEDNA sea ice forecast data for
forecast data;
the proposed route;
 Ensure ECDIS data and setups are replicated with AR display and backups;
 Review fuel efficiency and daily cost outputs
 Ensure that navigation tools are configured appropriately on AR and ECDIS;
(where applicable);
 Ensure that limiting danger lines and safety contour settings reflect the passage plan;
 Export the updated route to ECDIS;
 Ensure that navigation alarms including anti-grounding alerts reflect the passage plan;
 Execute and monitor the updated route.
 Ensure that route alarm settings are adjusted and replicated between AR and ECDIS;
Voyage Planning Tools (Ice transit Scenario):
 Ensure that appropriate e-navigation data inputs are selected for AR and ECDIS;
 Update route on receipt of maritime safety
data;
 Monitor the amount of layered data displayed on the ECDIS unit throughout the voyage;
 Review ice characteristics and coverage and
 End-users must note the orientation mode in use (true or relative vectors);
assess safety based on the vessel’s design
 Ensure that correct display settings are available for AR and ECDIS displays;
characteristics;
 Offset centre views can increase forward looking monitoring with influencing the scales

Consider, does the updated route impose any
in use;
additional safety concerns;
 The functionality of selecting individual symbols in order in order to obtain additional

Review latest SEDNA sea ice forecast data for
navigational safety data should be considered and applied.
the proposed route;
 Will ice escort be necessary and available;
Augmented Reality Displays:
 Review fuel efficiency and daily cost outputs
 Positional information and cross track distance monitoring making use of the most
(where applicable);
appropriate scale chart;
 Export the updated route to ECDIS;
 Continuously monitor passage progress based on VPT/ECDIS data inputs;
 Execute and monitor the updated route;
 Positively identify navigation marks;
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Continuously consider vessel characteristics such as manoeuvrability and draft relative
to potential dangers or restrictions;
Monitor collision avoidance and traffic management;

Voyage Planning Tools:
 Continuously monitor passage progress considering safety, efficiency, and cost were
applicable;
 Review and update operational conditions and constraints as necessary in order to
ensure that the correct voyage is being monitored;
 Carry out appraisal and planning analysis of any proposed updated routes.



Continuously monitor transit through ice
affected area monitoring progress and
efficiency focusing on the following:
o Vessel’s speed over the ground;
o Load on engines;
o Fuel consumption

SEDNA Sea Ice Forecast Considerations:
 Establish in local time the points in which updated data will be available from Copernicus
sources;
 Check that the most recent Copernicus data is being used to monitor the voyage;
 Continuously monitor ice forecast data for both current and upcoming areas;
 Review upcoming ice data to continuously determine whether passage plan adjustments
must be made.
Bridge Watchkeeping Checks:
 Positional fixing methods must be applied at a suitable time interval relative to the
proximity of dangers or the restrictions at play;
 Continuously monitor sea ice forecast data, and assess voyage safety and efficiency
considerations based on upcoming ice conditions;
 Traffic density within current and upcoming areas;
 Be familiar with mandatory reporting requirements must be adhered to;
 Continuously monitor mandatory communication frequencies;
 Time zone considerations;
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Potential restrictions imposed by shallow water influences on squat and subsequent
manoeuvring characteristics/capabilities;
Table 5.8 Safe Arctic Bridge Voyage Monitoring Checks

5.2.5 Safe Arctic Bridge Icebreaker Escort | Convoy operations
Table 5.9 illustrates a number of procedures associated with ice breaker escort and convoy operations. As this operation is, a scenario completed within
close proximity to ice/other vessels, in continuously rapid changing situations, these checklist components are developed and applied within the tactical
domain.
Voyage Monitoring Checklist Considerations
Icebreaker escort and convoy operations
Tactical Planning Considerations
Pre Escort Checks:
 Check communications and visual signalling mechanisms;
 Manoeuvrability checks;
 Search light operational checks (particularly for night operations);
 Establish communications with icebreaker;
 Visually determine position of icebreaker warning lights/signals;
 Transmit vessel particulars including dimensions, ice classification, crewing levels, manoeuvring characteristics, and potential limitations;
 Confirm the following the escort information:
o Communication working channels;
o Manoeuvring distances/intervals between vessels (minimum and maximum escort distances);
o Manoeuvring speeds;
o Number of ice breakers in convoy;
o Number of vessels being escorted;
o For multiple vessels, the positional placement of individual vessels;
o Emergency actions to avoid collisions;
o Systems of escort in relation to ice freeing procedures/methods;
o Procedures if a vessel becomes beset in ice;
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o Positions in which escort operations commence and cease;
Review environmental conditions as follows:
o Current and forecasted wind speed;
o Current and forecasted sea and wave height;
o Tidal data;
o Ice concentrations/characteristics:
 SEDNA sea ice forecast data to assess ice concentrations within the immediate vicinity and throughout the operations;
 Visually appraise current ice conditions;
 Request an indication of local ice conditions from the ice breaker;
 Determine if the areas is affected by concentrations of high pressure ice;
Time of day;
Passage appraisal and assessment of proposed icebreaker escort route considering the following;
o Potential hazards other than ice;
o Available navigable waters and under keel clearance;
o Limiting danger lines and safety contours;
o Cross-track distances;
o Traffic density
o Potential e-navigation equipment limitations;
o Urgency to reach destination;
Update ECDIS if necessary to reflect ice escort passage plan;
Adjust SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge AR overlays to display the necessary monitoring data as follows;
o Own ship manoeuvring data;
o Own ship passage data;
o Navigational hazards/limiting danger lines/safety contours;
o Ice escort manoeuvring intervals (minimum and maximum manoeuvring intervals to be maintained);
o If multiple vessels are being escorted, escort sequence and manoeuvring intervals between vessels;
o Other vessel data including speed, distance, and CPA available on AR widget POI;
o Setup alarm thresholds
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Escort Monitoring:
 Continuously monitor escort communication channels;
 Maintain a constant visual lookout of both fore and aft arcs of visibility;
 Maintain a constant lookout for visual signals from other vessels;
 Maintain visual and aural appraisal of ice conditions, while also considering vibrations and ice impacts;
 Continuously monitor the operation in an effort to identify potential critical points such as:
o Escort commencement and completion points;
o Course alterations;
o Challenging ice conditions;
o Potential increases in traffic density;
 If altering course, establish the following prior to alteration:
o Wheel over positions;
o Manoeuvring restrictions of other vessels;
o Convoy course on completion of alteration;
Collision Avoidance – SEDNA AR Applications:
 Continuously monitor manoeuvring intervals between vessels;
 Adjust course and speed as necessary to maintain station within minimum and maximum manoeuvring intervals;
 Continuously monitor escort sequence considering the positional placement of other vessels;
 Own ship manoeuvring data;
 Other vessel data including speed, distance, and CPA available on AR widget POI;
Route Monitoring – SEDNA AR Applications:
 Own ship passage data;
 Navigational hazards/limiting danger lines/safety contours;
 Route progress data derived from SEDNA VPT
 Adjust and monitor AR displays when needed.
Voyage Planning Tools:
 Continuously monitor transit through ice affected area monitoring progress and efficiency focusing on the following:
o Vessel’s speed over the ground;
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o Load on engines;
o Fuel consumption
Review and update operational conditions and constraints as necessary in order to ensure that the correct voyage is being monitored;
Carry out appraisal and planning analysis of any proposed updated routes.

SEDNA Sea Ice Forecast Considerations:
 Establish in local time the points in which updated data will be available from Copernicus sources;
 Check that the most recent Copernicus data is being used to monitor the voyage;
 Continuously monitor ice forecast data for both current and upcoming areas;
 Review upcoming ice data to continuously determine whether passage plan adjustments must be made.
Bridge Watchkeeping Checks:
 Positional fixing methods must be applied at a suitable time interval relative to the proximity of dangers or the restrictions at play;
 Monitor track width to ensure that ice floes remain open within sufficient time for own ship to transit through;
 Continuously monitor sea ice forecast data, and assess voyage safety and efficiency considerations based on upcoming ice conditions;
 Traffic density within current and upcoming areas;
 Establish and adhere to mandatory reporting requirements;
 Continuously monitor mandatory communication frequencies;
 Time zone considerations;
 Potential restrictions imposed by shallow water influences on squat and subsequent manoeuvring characteristics/capabilities;

Table 5.9 Icebreaker Escort | Convoy Procedures
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6. SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge Technology Training Considerations
This section illustrates the training analysis applied to identify training needs, which would arise in
order to successfully integrate SEDNA Safe Arctic Navigation technologies with global shipping
mandatory training requirements. This section also presents a number of training guidelines, which
have been designed to focus on real-world competency development frameworks, and the practical
considerations needed in order to incorporate SEDNA technologies into global training models.

6.1 Guideline Development Methodology
6.1.1 Selecting training focal points
As this deliverable sets out to address SEDNA DOA impact targets 1103 and 5104, while also contributing
to impact objective 2105, selection protocols have focused on the global mandatory training
requirements set by the IMO. As outlined in section 2 of this deliverable, conventions such as STCW
and regulations such as the polar code describe the mandatory minimum training qualifications and
staffing requirements for vessels to legally operate and trade within the Arctic. An analysis, which
considers these mandatory requirements, is therefore necessary in order to fulfil these impact
objectives, while also being relevant to industry stakeholders. This analysis has therefore focused on
the mandatory IMO model courses, which SEDNA end-users must complete in order to legally operate
within the Arctic as follows:






IMO Model Course 7.03 Officer in Charge of a Navigational Watch106:
o IMO Model course 1.07 Radar Navigation at Operational Level
o IMO Model Course 1.27 Operational Use of Electronic Chart Display and Information
Systems
IMO Model Course 7.01 Master and Chief Mate107
IMO Model Course on Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters108
IMO Model Course on Advanced Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters109

As this deliverable addresses the bridge operation/voyage planning aspects of Arctic navigation, this
analysis focuses solely on the competencies within these frameworks that consider navigation and
bridge procedures.

103

SEDNA DOA Impact target 1: proof of concept for new operational and traffic management approaches
(including those in extreme environments)
104
SEDNA DOA Impact target 5: international co-operation, in providing inputs to the international regulatory
regimes
105
SEDNA DOA Impact objective 2: Providing proof of concept of several new operational approaches to
support safe voyages in the Arctic region. These include a human-centred operational environment,
procedures and training guidelines for the ice-going ship’s bridge
106
Framework 1: Navigation at an Operational Level - IMO Model Course 7.03 Officer in Charge of a
Navigational Watch
107
Framework 1: Navigation at a Management Level - IMO Model Course 7.01 Master and Chief Mate
108
Ice navigation and passage planning competencies - IMO Model Course on Basic Training for Ships
Operating in Polar Waters
109
Ice navigation and passage planning competencies - IMO Model Course on Advanced Training for Ships
Operating in Polar Waters
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6.1.2 Analysis Methodology
The analysis methodology applied during this deliverable is the HRD cycle adapted from the ADDIE
model. The HRD cycle (figure 6.1 refers) is a well-established industry and theoretical framework for
the completions of learning/training analysis, development and evaluation110. The analysis considers
the first three stages of the HRD cycle as implementing these proposed guidelines into global
mandatory frameworks and the subsequent evaluation is beyond the scope of this research/project.

Figure 6.1 HRD Cycle (Carbery and Cross, 2019)
The HRD cycle has been applied to the mandatory IMO training programmes outlined in section 6.1.1
in the following manner:






110

Stage 1 Learning Needs Analysis:
o Competencies, which consider voyage planning, and bridge operations have been
identified throughout the mandatory training frameworks.
o The focuses have considered both ice and mainstream navigation contexts as certain
practices are applicable in all navigation contexts.
o The analysis illustrates areas of relevance within these competencies in which SEDNA
technologies would apply.
Stage 2 Design:
o The learning design and delivery components present practical examples for
integrating the technologies with current mandatory training requirements.
o Potential practical applications of the technologies in order to compliment or build on
current training practices have been developed and presented in tables 6.1 – 6.4.
Stage 3 Implementation:
o The implementation aspects of the cycle are considered by presenting summary
guidelines of how the technologies should be considered in the context of the
framework competencies.
o The guidelines illustrate examples in which SEDNA technologies can complement
current competency development methods, while also outlining additional training

Carbery, R. and Cross, C. (2019) Human Resource Management: A Concise Introduction, Palgrave: London
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needs/guidelines as a result of the additional functionalities/data outputs of the
proposed concepts.

6.2 Identified Training Needs
Section 6.2 illustrates the application of the HRD cycle to the mandatory regulatory frameworks in
tables 6.1 – 6.4, while also describing training guidelines for the integration of these technologies into
mandatory maritime training frameworks.
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6.2.1 IMO Model Course 7.03 Officer in Charge of a Navigational Watch

IMO Programme Title:
Model Course 7.03 Officer in Charge of a Navigational Watch

Potential to include SEDNA
Technologies and current training
gaps
Safe Arctic VPT
Sea Ice
Bridge/AR
Forecasting
Products

Training design and delivery guidelines

X

 Use of AR headsets to view collision avoidance data.
 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widgets/application
functions.
 Use of AR headsets to identify navigational marks and apply
position lines.
 Use of AR headsets to demonstrate integration between enavigation systems.
 Practical application of VPT software.
 Sea ice forecasting tools as a maritime safety information source.
 Use of AR headsets to demonstrate heading measurement relevant
to planned track.

Programme Overview:
 Entry level IMO navigation bridge watchkeeping programme for
candidates taking charge of a seagoing vessel;
 Programme focuses on three core areas; 1). Navigation at an
operational level; 2). Cargo handling at an operational level; 3).
Ship board operations;
 This analysis focuses primarily on function; 1). Navigation at an
operational level
E-Navigation Focuses:
 Competence 1.3 Use of radar and ARPA to maintain safety of
navigation (IMO Model 1.07 and Flag State approved training):
o ARPA Collision avoidance applications
o

Positional fixing making use of e-navigation equipment

X

o

Navigation information systems

X

o

Practical applications of heading measurement equipment

X

X

X
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o

Depth sounding equipment

X

o

Speed measurement equipment

X

o

Automatic Identification Systems

X

o

Voyage Data Recording

Competence 1.4 Use of ECDIS to maintain safety of navigation (IMO
Model 1.27):
o ECDIS components

 Use of AR headsets to visualise depth measurement data and safety
contour lines.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise own ship speed data and
measurement from the various data sources.
 Demonstrate speed measurement integration to VPT used to
monitor track progress.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise Ownship AIS data and data from
other vessels.
 Demonstrate integration from VPT outputs to VDR.

X

X

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ECDIS components and data
overlays.
 Demonstrate integration and functionality between navigation data
inputs, and voyage data outputs to ECDIS and AR units.
 Practical application of VPT to appraise and plan routes.
 Demonstrate integration from VPT to ECDIS.
 Practical application of forecasting products within the planning
stage.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise planned routes during execution
and monitoring phase.

o

ECDIS route planning

X

X

X

o

Watch standing with ECDIS (Route Monitoring)

X

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ECDIS track and navigation data.
 Practical application of VPT to demonstrate monitoring functions.
 Use of forecasting data to demonstrate monitoring applications.

o

ECDIS data overlay inputs

X

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ECDIS components and data
overlays from navigation sensors including VPT and forecasts.

X

 Use of AR headsets to identify navigational marks.

Passage Planning Focuses:
 Competence 1.1 Plan and conduct of a passage plan:
o Terrestrial and coastal navigation

X
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 Practical applications of VPT to plan and monitor coastal and
terrestrial navigation scenarios.

o

Electronic systems of position fixing and navigation

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise position lines and fixes derived from

o

Depth sounding

X

 Use of AR headsets to demonstrate heading measurement relevant

o

Heading Measurement

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise depth measurement data and safety

o

Ship handling and manoeuvring

X

o

Meteorology

X

ECDIS units.
to planned track.



Competence 1.2 Maintain a Safe Navigational Watch:
o Collision avoidance

X

X

X

o

Principles in keeping a navigational watch

X

X

X

o

The use of routeing including weather and ship routeing

X

X

X

contour lines.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise ship-handling data.
 Practical application of safe Arctic bridge AR widget/application
controls.
 Use of forecasting data to demonstrate planning and monitoring
applications.
 Practical VPT sea condition data input considerations.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise forecast and maritime safety data.
 Use of AR headsets to view collision avoidance data.
 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widgets/application
functions.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise watchkeeping and ship
manoeuvring data.
 Practical monitoring of VPT voyage progress data.
 Practical use of forecast data used to monitor safety and efficiency
on planned routes.
 Practical application of VPT to plan routes and export to ECDIS and
AR overlays.
 Demonstrate VPT monitoring applications.
 Practical use of forecast data used to monitor safety and efficiency
on planned routes.
 Use of safe Arctic bridge AR applications to visualise routing data
derived from VPT, ECDIS and forecast sources.
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o

Applying information from navigational equipment to
maintain a safe navigational watch

X

o

Pilotage techniques

X

o

Ship reporting systems

X

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise data inputs from navigation sensors.
 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widgets/application
functions.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise data inputs from navigation sensors
during pilotage scenarios.
 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widgets/application
functions during pilotage scenarios.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise and highlight ship-reporting
requirements throughout planned routes.

Summary Guidelines:
E-Navigation Focuses:
 As the SEDNA research innovations do not replace current e-navigation technology, the focus should be on integrating the technology with current e-navigation training
focuses.
 The training should focus on providing visualisation opportunities for how navigation data will be displayed and applied throughout the SEDNA technologies.
 Consideration should be given to integrating the technology with practical navigation safety functions such as positional fixing.
 Training should focus on emphasising collision avoidance practices and mandatory requirements to make assessments through use of visual and radar means.
Use of ECDIS to maintain safety of navigation:
 Primary focuses should be to demonstrate the integration between e-navigation sensors, SEDNA research innovations and ECDIS displays.
 Training should focus on identifying the points within the ECDIS components of the passage planning phases, while facilitating opportunities to engage with the
technology throughout these phases.
 Route monitoring should be focused on, considering the integration between SEDNA technologies and the ECDIS unit, while also providing an opportunity to engage
with and apply monitoring functions throughout the AR, VPT and sea ice forecasting systems.
 An emphasis should be placed on data overlays in order to demonstrate the importance of appropriate technology set up.
Passage Planning Focuses:
 Within this IMO model course, passage planning is considered more so in the perspective of the practical functions needed to monitor a vessel’s position, and
navigation safety data on display.
 The primary focus within this competency development should therefore facilitate visualisation of how the data will be available for end-users, and some practical
applications within positional fixing.
 The ship handling focuses should consider the functionalities associated with the safe Arctic bridge widgets and applications, which can be used to view manoeuvring
data, while also controlling manoeuvring systems such as steering and propulsion.
 Meteorology focuses should consider planning elements, and how integration between the VPT, sea ice forecasting and ECDIS within the safe Arctic bridge can be used
to facilitate greater risk assessment and decision making within these harsh environments.
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Maintain a Safe Navigational Watch:
 The primary focus within this competency should be the voyage monitoring applications and functions of the SEDNA technologies.
 Collision avoidance should be considered in terms of how visual displays or data derived from ARPA radars can be layered into AR displays for traffic monitoring.
 Similar to e-navigation focuses, the mandatory requirements to assess traffic situations through use of visual and radar means must be emphasised.
 Training must focus on the functional aspects of voyage monitoring, developing the skills needed to use the technology to monitor the voyage relative to the planned
track, and the functional considerations, which must be applied to make the adjustments needed to maintain progress and safety.
 Training must also focus on the monitoring and functional considerations which must be applied during pilotage scenarios.

Table 6.1 Training analysis and guidelines for integrating SEDNA technologies into IMO model course 7.03
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6.2.2 IMO Model Course 7.01 Master and Chief Mate
IMO Programme Title:
Model Course 7.01 Master and Chief Mate

Relevance of SEDNA Technologies
and current training gaps
Safe Arctic VPT
Sea Ice
Bridge/AR
Forecasting
Products

Potential training design and delivery

Programme Overview:
 Management level IMO navigation bridge watchkeeping
programme for candidates holding senior management positons
and command of a seagoing vessel;
 Similar to the OOW, this Programme focuses on three core
areas; 1). Navigation at the management level; 2). Cargo
handling at the management level; 3). Ship board operations at
the management level;
 This analysis focuses primarily on function; 1). Navigation at the
management level


Competence 1.1 Plan a voyage and conduct navigation
o

Voyage planning and navigation for all conditions

X

X

o

Routeing in accordance with the general principles on ship’s
routeing

X

X

o



Reporting in accordance with the guidelines and criteria for
ship reporting systems
Competence 1.2 Determine position and the accuracy of resultant
fix by any means

X

 Practical application of VPT within the appraisal and planning
phases.
 Use of maritime safety data such as forecast tools within the
appraisal and planning phases.
 Uploading plans from routes to safe arctic bridge systems.
 Practical application of VPT data outputs to routing systems.
 Applying data from forecasting tools to routing systems to present
data sources for decision-making.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise and highlight ship-reporting
requirements throughout planned routes.
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o

Position determination within varying methods

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise and present position lines and

o
o

Terrestrial fixing
Great-circle sailing

X
X

 Use of AR headsets to identify navigational marks.

o

GNSS

X

fixing.





X

 Calculation of great-circle sailing routes on VPT
 Use of AR headsets to visualise and present great circle routes
derived from VPTs and exported to ECDIS.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise and present position lines and
fixing.
 Use of AR widgets for end-users to review GNSS signal integrity and
accuracy.

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise and present gyro errors and
corrections.
 Applying heading corrections to route data derived from VPT.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise and present magnetic errors and
corrections.
 Use of safe Arctic Bridge AR headset widgets and applications to
visualise systems with gyro heading inputs.

Competence 1.3 Determine and allow for compass errors
o

Gyro compass errors and corrections

X

o

The principles and errors of magnetic compasses

X

o

Systems under the control of the master gyro and
operations of systems during sea going voyages

X

Competence 1.4 Co-ordinate search and rescue operations

X

X

 Use of safe Arctic Bridge AR headset widgets and applications to
visualise SAR data.

 Practical application of forecast data to facilitate effective decision
making within emergency management contexts.



Competence 1.5 Establish watchkeeping arrangements and
procedures
o International regulations for the preventions of collisions at
sea
o

Principles to be observed in keeping a navigational watch

X
X

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to view collision avoidance data.
 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widgets/application
functions.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise planned tracks and monitor
positions/progress.
 Practical application of VPT to monitor and update routes.
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 Practical application of forecast data to facilitate effective decision
making throughout the route-monitoring phase.

o


X

Competence Maintain Safe Navigation through use of Radar
and ARPA and E-Navigation Equipment
o Planning a voyage and conducting navigation

X

o

X

o

Determine position and the accuracy of resultant position fix
by terrestrial means and e-navigation aids
Maintaining safe navigation through use of data from
navigation systems including ARPA and radar to facilitate
greater decision making
Manoeuvring and ship handling

o

Coordinate search and rescue operations

X

o

Establishing bridge watchkeeping methods through use of enavigation systems

X

o



Effective bridge teamwork procedures

 Forecast data update cycles.
 Use of AR headsets during group bridge training scenarios.

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

 Practical application of VPT within the appraisal and planning
phases.
 Use of maritime safety data such as forecast tools within the
appraisal and planning phases.
 Uploading plans from routes to safe arctic bridge systems.
 Use of AR headsets to identify navigational marks and apply
position lines.
 Use of AR headsets to view collision avoidance data.
 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widgets/application
functions.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise ship-handling data.
 Practical application of safe Arctic bridge AR widget/application
controls.
 Use of safe Arctic Bridge AR headset widgets and applications to
visualise SAR data.
 Practical application of forecast data to facilitate effective decision
making within emergency management contexts.
 Use of AR headsets to visualise watchkeeping and ship
manoeuvring data.
 Practical monitoring of VPT voyage progress data.
 Practical use of forecast data used to monitor safety and efficiency
on planned routes.

Competence 1.7 Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
o Synoptic charts and weather forecasting
o The weather associated with the principal air mass types
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o
o

The maritime forecast code and data sources
The main types of floating ice, their origins and movements

o

The guiding principles relating to the safety of navigation in
the vicinity of ice

o

Condition leading to ice accretion on ship’s superstructures,
dangers and remedies available

o
o

Characteristics of various weather systems
Ocean current systems

o

Principles of voyage planning with respect to weather
conditions and wave height

X

X

X

X

X

X







Practical use of sea ice forecast data for effective ice identifications.
VPT data inputs.
Practical use of sea ice forecast data for effective ice identifications.
VPT data adjustments.
Use of AR headsets to visualise and analyse ice conditions relative
to planned routes.
 Practical use of sea ice forecast data to identify potential upcoming
risks as a result of ice accretion.

X

 Practical use of ocean current data from Copernicus to forecast ice

X

 Practical use of sea ice forecast weather data to identify sea

conditions in geographical areas.

X

X

conditions on planned route.
Practical application of sea condition and ice data inputs into
VPT.
 Visualisation of route and forecast data using AR headset
applications/widgets



Summary Guidelines:
Passage Planning Focuses:
 Passage planning focuses within this model course consider the data sources needed to definitively appraise and plan a voyage from a management perspective.
 Efforts should be made to introduce the technology within this planning phase as a maritime safety data source, outlining the data outputs provided by these products,
and their integration with other bridge navigation technologies.
 A focus should also be placed on how the data available from SMART systems such as the SEDNA technologies can be applied within the management decision-making
process.
 The use of AR headsets to present visualisations of the available data should be included in order to provide end-users with an opportunity to become familiar with the
design interfaces.
Determine position and the accuracy of resultant fix by any means:
 Similar to the OOW focal points, this model course focuses on practical functions needed to monitor a vessel’s position, and navigation safety data on display.
 An emphasis should therefore be placed within this competency on facilitating visualisation of how the data will be available for end-users, and some practical
applications within positional fixing.
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The SEDNA VPT should be considered within the great circle aspects, providing end-users with an opportunity to practically engage with the VPT technology in creating
great circle routes.
 GNSS accuracy and signal integrity checks should be considered, using AR visualisation models to demonstrate the user interface aspects of the widget and applications
in terms of checking sensor data inputs.
Determine and allow for compass errors:
 The overarching focus of this competency within the model course are the theoretical components and working components of maritime heading measurement
devices.
 The use of Safe Arctic bridge technologies such as the AR headsets and the functionalities associated with displaying heading measurement data and the application of
compass error corrections should be included.
 A focus should also be placed on applying compass corrections to routes, which have been calculated and derived from the SEDNA VPT.
Co-ordinate search and rescue operations:
 The overarching focus within this competency is that coordinating a SAR from a management perspective on board ship.
 SEDNA technologies should be considered here in terms of the data they provide to end-users who may potentially be involved in such scenarios. The likelihood of such
an opportunity arising within the Arctic is further amplified as a result of limited SAR infrastructure.
 Safe Arctic bridge technology designs such as the AR headsets should be considered as a means of demonstrating to the end-users the data available within the
displays, and the functionalities associated with the widgets and applications during SAR scenarios.
Establish watchkeeping arrangements and procedures:
 Similar to the OOW model course, the primary focus within this competency should be the voyage monitoring applications and functions of the SEDNA technologies.
 Collision avoidance should be considered in terms of how visual displays or data derived from ARPA radars can be layered into AR displays for traffic monitoring.
 Similar to e-navigation focuses, the mandatory requirements to assess traffic situations through use of visual and radar means must be emphasised.
 Training must focus on the functional aspects of voyage monitoring, developing the skills needed to use the technology to monitor the voyage relative to the planned
track, and the functional considerations, which must be applied to make the adjustments needed to maintain progress and safety.
 SEDNA sea ice forecasting updating cycles should also be considered so as to ensure that end-users are always using the most up to date data.
Maintain Safe Navigation through use of Radar and ARPA and E-Navigation Equipment:
 Similar to the OOW model course, as the SEDNA research innovations do not replace current e-navigation technology, the focus should be on integrating the
technology with current e-navigation training focuses.
 The training should focus on providing visualisation opportunities for how navigation data will be displayed and applied throughout the SEDNA technologies.
 Consideration should be given to integrating the technology with practical navigation safety functions such as positional fixing.
 Training should focus on emphasising collision avoidance practices and mandatory requirements to make assessments through use of visual and radar means.
 Ship handling considerations should be addressed by demonstrating the data available to end-users when manoeuvring vessels. An emphasis should be placed on the
applications for operating a ship’s steering and propulsion systems.
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Watchkeeping and voyage monitoring components should consider the integration of the SEDNA technologies with other e-navigation systems, and how the data
outputs can be applied to monitor a vessel’s progress and safety.
Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
 The primary focus within this competency development should consider the functions in which SEDNA technologies fulfil in forecasting and monitoring weather and sea
ice conditions.
 Sea ice forecast products should be used to introduce ice characteristic analysis and identification, providing SEDNA end-users with an opportunity to assess ice
conditions from satellite data in a geographical region in which a vessel plans to transit through.
 VPT data inputs should also be addressed in order to outline the need to include accurate sea ice forecast data in order to determine the safest and most efficient
routes.

Table 6.2 Training analysis and guidelines for integrating SEDNA technologies into IMO model course 7.01
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6.2.3 IMO Model Course on Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
IMO Programme Title:
Model Course on Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters

Relevance of SEDNA Technologies
and current training gaps
Safe Arctic VPT
Sea Ice
Bridge/AR
Forecasting
Products

Training design and delivery considerations

Programme Overview:
 The course is designed to train navigation officers in Polar ship
operations as a result of the need to consider factors beyond
the mid latitude regulatory shipping aspects of the SOLAS and
MARPOL conventions.
 The course is designed to address the minimum STCW training
and qualifications standards for Masters and Deck Officers
described in the IMO Polar Code.


Competence 1. Ice characteristics and detection
o

Ice physics formation

X

 Illustrate real-world sea ice characteristics through up to date sea
ice forecasting products.

o

Ice types, concentration and features

X

X

o

Ice reports and ice reporting

X

o

Indications of ice in the vicinity

X

o

Ice imagery

X

X

 Practical application of sea ice forecasting products to demonstrate





ice characteristics and conditions within a geographical area.
Use of AR headsets to visualise and analyse ice conditions.
Accessing sea ice forecast data from SEDNA products.
Sea ice forecasting update parameters.
Practical application of sea ice forecasting products to demonstrate
ice characteristics and conditions within a geographical area.

 Use of AR headsets to visualise and analyse ice conditions.
 Analysing ice imagery from sea ice forecasting data to accurately
determine ice conditions and concentrations.
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o

Effects of weather patterns, currents, tides and wind on ice
formation and movement

X

Ice pressure and distribution

X

 Practical application of sea ice forecasting products to demonstrate
ice characteristics and conditions within a geographical area.

 Applying effects of environmental variables to sea ice forecast data
to determine conditions between ice forecast updates.

o

 Analysing sea ice forecast data to identify potential areas of ice
pressure zones.



Competence 4. Manoeuvring in Ice
o Approaching and entering ice

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ice approaches and sensor input
 Use of Safe Arctic Bridge interfaces to facilitate multi perspective

data available to end-users.

o

Manoeuvring astern

X

o

Transiting Ice

X

views.

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ice transits and sensor input data
available to end-users.

 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widget and application
o



Bridge Watchkeeping

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

functions used throughout ice transits.
 Use of AR headsets to monitor positional data relative to planned
ice transit route.
 Practical application of VPT to monitor and update route
information throughout the voyage.
 Monitor sea ice forecasting data and update when required.

Competence 5. Passage Planning and Reporting
o

Passage Planning and reporting

o

Arctic navigation information data sources

X

 Practical application of VPT within the appraisal and planning
phases.
 Use of maritime safety data such as forecast tools within the
appraisal and planning phases.
 Uploading plans from routes to safe arctic bridge systems.
 Making use of AR overlays to prompt end-users to fulfil mandatory
reporting requirements.
 SEDNA sea ice forecast data.
 VPT data inputs/outputs.
 Safe Arctic bridge Arctic navigation information data display
possibilities.
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o
o

Recognise the presentations of the various ice conditions as
they appear on radar
Communications

X

 Making use of AR radar overlays to provide visualisations for SEDNA

X

 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to access

end-users.
pre-planned voyage communication data.



Competence 6. Icebreaker Assistance
o
o

Icebreaker escort monitoring (Safe speed and distances)
Understand icebreaker convoy terminology, and
communications, and take icebreaker direction and move in
convoy.

X

 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to visualise

X

monitoring data and access manoeuvring functions.
 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to monitor
convoy intervals and access communication data.

Summary Guidelines:
Ice characteristics and detection:
 The overarching focus within this competency should be the use of SEDNA technologies to improve an end-users effectiveness in the detection of ice, and determining
ice characteristics.
 Sea ice forecast data should be used to demonstrate ice characteristics and features, which can be used by end-users to identity characteristics such as ice thickness,
pressure concentrations, and coverage from satellite data.
 As the SEDNA sea ice forecast data focuses primarily on ice conditions, the technology should be used alongside additional environmental data sources such
meteorological data and sea conditions in order to provide a more holistic assessment of environmental conditions throughout a planned voyage.
 SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge technologies such as the AR concepts should be used in order to provide visualisations of ice conditions being observed via hardware such as a
HoloLens.
Manoeuvring in Ice:
 The focus of this competence development consists of the tactical aspects of operating in ice. SEDNA technologies should be considered in terms of how they integrate
with navigation sensors and manoeuvring controls.
 Manoeuvring considerations should demonstrate the user interface design concepts, presenting the data available on the AR overlays and the functionalities of the
widgets/applications in accessing sensor data and operating the vessels manoeuvring controls.
 The bridge watchkeeping functions should consider the monitoring aspects of voyage planning, and demonstrate how the integration of the SEDNA technologies and
the data outputs from the sea ice forecast products and VPT facilitate the monitoring of safety and efficiency throughout a planned voyage.
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Passage Planning and Reporting:
 The focus within this competence development centres on the entire lifecycle of the voyage life cycle. The emphasis should therefore be on how SEDNA technologies
integrate within these phases.
 An emphasis should be placed on the functional aspects of the SEDNA technologies and the necessary data inputs and checks needed to ensure that the data outputs
are valid and result in safe and efficient voyages.
 Arctic maritime safety data sources and their various inputs and outputs throughout the SEDNA technologies and bridge navigation suite as a whole.
 The application of AR concepts to monitoring functions should be considered in order to demonstrate the data overlay possibilities during the monitoring phase
throughout strategic and tactical scenarios.
Icebreaker Assistance:
 The overarching focus of this competence development is to facilitate more effective interaction and operations during icebreaker escort/convoy scenarios.
 SEDNA technologies should be considered in the monitoring aspects of escorts, demonstrating how AR data overlays and widgets/applications can be used to monitor
manoeuvring intervals, access data sources, and engage with ship controls.

Table 6.3 Training analysis and guidelines for integrating SEDNA technologies into IMO Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
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6.2.4 IMO Model Course on Advanced Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
IMO Programme Title:
Model Course on Advanced Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters

Relevance of SEDNA Technologies
and current training gaps
Safe Arctic VPT
Sea Ice
Bridge/AR
Forecasting
Products

Training design and delivery considerations

X

 Illustrate real-world sea ice characteristics through up to date sea

Programme Overview:
 The course is designed to provide navigation officers with
advanced training in Polar ship operations as a result of the
need to consider factors beyond the mid latitude regulatory
shipping aspects of the SOLAS and MARPOL conventions.
 The course is designed to address the minimum STCW training
and qualifications standards for Masters and Deck Officers
described in the IMO Polar Code.


Competence 1. Ice characteristics and detection
o

Ice physics formation

X

ice forecasting products.

o

Ice types, concentration and features

X

X

o

Ice reports and ice reporting

o

Indications of ice in the vicinity

X

X

o

Ice imagery

X

X

X

 Practical application of sea ice forecasting products to demonstrate





ice characteristics and conditions within a geographical area.
Use of AR headsets to visualise and analyse ice conditions.
Accessing sea ice forecast data from SEDNA products.
Sea ice forecasting update parameters.
Practical application of sea ice forecasting products to demonstrate
ice characteristics and conditions within a geographical area.

 Use of AR headsets to visualise and analyse ice conditions.
 Analysing ice imagery from sea ice forecasting data to accurately
determine ice conditions and concentrations.
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o

Effects of weather patterns, currents, tides and wind on ice
formation and movement

X

Ice pressure and distribution

X

 Practical application of sea ice forecasting products to demonstrate
ice characteristics and conditions within a geographical area.

 Applying effects of environmental variables to sea ice forecast data
to determine conditions between ice forecast updates.

o

 Analysing sea ice forecast data to identify potential areas of ice
pressure zones.



Competence 4. Manoeuvring in Ice
o Approaching and entering ice

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ice approaches and sensor input
data available to end-users.

o

Manoeuvring astern

X

 Use of Safe Arctic Bridge interfaces to facilitate multi perspective

o

Transiting Ice

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise ice transits and sensor input data

views.
available to end-users.

 Practical application of Safe Arctic bridge widget and application



o

Bridge Watchkeeping

X

o

Recognize conditions which impact polar visibility and may
give indication of local ice and water conditions, including
sea smoke, water sky, ice blink and refraction

X

X

X

X

functions used throughout ice transits.
 Use of AR headsets to monitor positional data relative to planned
ice transit route.
 Practical application of VPT to monitor and update route
information throughout the voyage.
 Monitor sea ice forecasting data and update when required.
 Analyse data from sea ice forecast tools to predict environmental
conditions, which may ensue as a result of ice
conditions/concentrations.
 Use AR headsets to visualise potential environmental conditions as
a result of sea ice, and the data overlay options available to endusers to facilitate safe navigation.

Competence 5. Passage Planning and Reporting
o

Passage Planning and reporting

X

X

 Practical application of VPT within the appraisal and planning
phases.
 Use of maritime safety data such as forecast tools within the
appraisal and planning phases.
 Uploading plans from routes to safe arctic bridge systems.
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o

Arctic navigation information data sources

o

o

X

 Making use of AR overlays to prompt end-users to fulfil mandatory
reporting requirements.
 SEDNA sea ice forecast data.
 VPT data inputs/outputs.
 Safe Arctic bridge Arctic navigation information data display
possibilities.

X

X

Preparation and risk assessment before approaching ice,
including presence of icebergs, and taking into account
wind, darkness, swell, fog and pressure ice

X

X

 Practical application of data outputs from sea ice forecast products
and VPT to assess potential risk throughout a voyage during the
appraisal phase.

Development of safe routeing and passage planning to
avoid ice where possible

X

X

 Practical application of VPT deviation functions in order to avoid
hazardous ice conditions throughout a planned route.

 Applying sea ice forecast data updates throughout voyages in order
avoid ice or hazardous conditions.

o
o

o

Recognise the presentations of the various ice conditions as
they appear on radar
Ability to recognize the limitations of hydrographic
information and charts in polar regions and whether the
information is suitable for safe navigation

X

Passage planning deviation and modification for dynamic ice
conditions

X

 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to access
pre-planned voyage communication data.

X

X

 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to access


X

X







o

Communications

X



and view hydrographic data accuracy/integrity derived from ECDIS
units.
Visualisation of areas with limited hydrographic survey data relative
to planned routes inputted from ECDIS/VPT.
Making use of sea ice forecast data to identify hazardous ice
conditions on a pre-planned route.
Appraising and planning passage deviations based on the data
derived from forecasting products on the VPT.
Inputting the necessary operational data to update the planned
route on the VPT.
Demonstrating VPT and ECDIS interface.
Visualisation of the updated route via Safe Arctic Bridge AR
application/widgets.
Practical application of AR widget/application functions to access
pre-planned voyage communication data.
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Competence 6. Icebreaker Assistance
 Analysing sea ice forecast data to determine icebreaker escort

o

Icebreaker requirement

X

o

Icebreaker escort monitoring (Safe speed and distances)

X

 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to monitor

o

Understand icebreaker convoy terminology, and
communications, and take icebreaker direction and move in
convoy
Principles to be observed in keeping a navigational watch

X

 Practical application of AR widget/application functions to monitor

X

requirements.
convoy intervals and access communication data.

o

convoy intervals and access communication data.

X

X

X

 Use of AR headsets to visualise watchkeeping and ship manoeuvring



o

Effective bridge teamwork procedures

X




data.
Applying VPT to monitor route progress and update data inputs as
variables may change such as speed made good, ice conditions, or
weather.
Making use of sea ice forecast data to monitor and review
upcoming ice conditions.
Use of AR headsets during group bridge training scenarios.
Application of pilot and co-pilot techniques which can be used
during ice escort operations.

Summary Guidelines:
Ice characteristics and detection:
 Similar to the basic training IMO model course, the overarching focus within this competence development should be the use of SEDNA technologies to improve an
end-users effectiveness in the detection of ice, and determining ice characteristics.
 Sea ice forecast data should be used to demonstrate ice characteristics and features, which can be used by end-users to identity characteristics such as ice thickness,
pressure concentrations, and coverage from satellite data.
 As the SEDNA sea ice forecast data focuses primarily on ice conditions, the technology should be used alongside additional environmental data sources such
meteorological data and sea conditions in order to provide a more holistic assessment of environmental conditions throughout a planned voyage.
 SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge technologies such as the AR concepts should be used in order to provide visualisations of ice conditions being observed via hardware such as a
HoloLens.
Manoeuvring in Ice:
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Similar to the basic training IMO model course, the overarching focus within this competence development consists of the tactical aspects of operating in ice. SEDNA
technologies should be considered in terms of how they integrate with navigation sensors and manoeuvring controls.
 As this is an advanced training programme, the emphasis will be on providing additional opportunities and durations for end-users to practically apply ice ship handling
components. End-users would therefore have additional opportunities to make of the SEDNA technology concepts.
 Manoeuvring considerations should demonstrate the user interface design concepts, presenting the data available on the AR overlays and the functionalities of the
widgets/applications in accessing sensor data and operating the vessels manoeuvring controls.
 The bridge watchkeeping functions should consider the monitoring aspects of voyage planning, and demonstrate how the integration of the SEDNA technologies and
the data outputs from the sea ice forecast products and VPT facilitate the monitoring of safety and efficiency throughout a planned voyage.
 Sea ice forecast and AR visualisation concepts should be included within the environmental assessment components, allowing end-users to evaluate more effectively
environmental conditions from and manoeuvring and ship handling perspective.
Passage Planning and Reporting:
 The focus within this competence development centres on the entire lifecycle of the voyage. The emphasis should therefore be on how SEDNA technologies integrate
within these phases.
 An emphasis should be placed on the functional aspects of the SEDNA technologies and the necessary data inputs and checks needed to ensure that the data outputs
are valid and result in safe and efficient voyages.
 Arctic maritime safety data sources and their various inputs and outputs throughout the SEDNA technologies and bridge navigation suite as a whole.
 Data outputs from SEDNA technologies should be applied to risk analysis methods used by end-users to assess the safety of the proposed Arctic voyage.
 Potential hydrographic data limitations and the functionalities within the SEDNA technologies to access and view hydrographic survey data for a specific area.
 The ice avoidance functionalities of the SEDNA VPT should be considered, demonstrating the system’s ability to monitor and update planned routes based on updated
sea ice forecasting conditions.
 The use of SEDNA technologies in conjunction with other bridge navigation equipment in appraising, planning, executing, and monitoring updated route plans as a
result of changeable ice conditions.
 The application of AR concepts to monitoring functions should be considered in order to demonstrate the data overlay possibilities during the monitoring phase
throughout strategic and tactical scenarios.
Icebreaker Assistance:
 The overarching focus of this competence development is to facilitate more effective interaction and operations during icebreaker escort/convoy scenarios.
 An emphasis should be placed on applying data derived from SEDNA technologies such as sea ice forecasts should form part of the risk analysis process in determining
whether icebreaker assistance is needed prior to commencing a voyage. In certain geographical areas, such analysis may however not be necessary due to mandatory
escort requirements.
 SEDNA technologies should be considered in the monitoring aspects of escorts, demonstrating how AR data overlays and widgets/applications can be used to monitor
manoeuvring intervals, access data sources, and engage with ship controls.
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SEDNA technologies should also be considered within the tactical elements of the voyage monitoring, demonstrating how while an ice escort is taking place, end-users
must continue to make use of the VPT and sea ice forecast systems alongside the standard e-navigation suite in order to continuously monitor the voyage.
The Safe Arctic Bridge integration design features should be considered in relation to bridge resource management, particularly in scenarios in which there are multiple
end-users tasked with monitoring the escort operation.

Table 6.4 Training analysis and guidelines for integrating SEDNA technologies into IMO Advanced Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
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7. Implications for Regulatory Guidelines
This section provides a brief overview of areas for consideration within the regulatory context. In order
for these technologies to be considered as a possibility by global maritime stakeholders such as the
IMO, classifications societies and vessel owners/operators, a number of regulatory components need
to be addressed. The regulatory guidelines sections will therefore present some regulatory
considerations within the focal point of this deliverable, which would need to be addressed in the
context of the safe Arctic bridge. These regulatory considerations/focal points will also inform the
regulatory analysis elements of SEDNA D5.3.

7.1 Bridge Layout and Workstations
The mandatory aspects of bridge and workspace layouts should be considered as a means of
considering the broader elements of incorporating SEDNA technologies into global regulatory bridge
design frameworks. Table 7.1 illustrates the regulatory components discussed throughout this
deliverable and areas to consider for technology inclusion.
Bridge Layout and Workstation
Maritime Regulations
SEDNA Technology Components
 SOLAS Chapter 5 (Mandatory Bridge Layout and Performance Standards)
 IMO Resolution MSC /Circ. 982 Guidelines on
ergonomic criteria for bridge equipment and
layout
 MSC. 64(67) Performance Standards for
Integrated Bridge Systems

 SOLAS Regulation 19 Mandatory Bridge
Equipment

 SEDNA D2.4 bridge layout design concepts.
 Proposed AR zones illustrated in figure 4.5
could compliment IMO mandatory
requirements.
 SEDNA D2.4 bridge layout design concepts.
 The applications and widgets which make use
of data inputs from the integrated bridge
systems could be considered in terms of
minimum requirements and performance
standards.
 Technology developers must consider the
minimum data integration and fusion
requirements, which facilitate navigation,
overlay throughout bridge systems.
 Technology developers must consider the
minimum mandatory technology
requirements which vessels are required to
carry.
 Regulation 19 contains specific guidelines for
use ECDIS as a system which overlays and
displays data inputs form numerous enavigation sources. As the AR applications
associated with the Safe Arctic Bridge fulfil
similar functions, consideration should be
given to developing similar regulatory
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guidelines within SOLAS regulation 19 for use
of AR applications.
Table 7.1 Mandatory Bridge Layout and Workstation Considerations

7.2 Safety Management System
As illustrated in section 2.2, the ISM code outlines111112 the mandatory requirement for company and
vessel specific guidance to be provided for a number of shipboard operations including bridge and
navigation operations. Table 7.2 illustrates mandatory areas for consideration in which SEDNA bridge
navigation technologies should be considered within company and vessel specific safety management
systems.
ISM Code - Safety Management Systems
Maritime Regulations
SEDNA Technology Components
Chapter ix – Management for the Safe Operations of Ships
 Para 7 – ISM Code
 Company and ship specific procedures for
bridge and navigation operations must
consider specific guidelines for set up and use
of the following:
o Safe Arctic Bridge AR Application Set up;
o SEDNA VPT uses throughout voyage
appraisal, planning, execution and
monitoring.
o SEDNA Sea ice forecasts throughout
voyage lifecycles and updates.
Table 7.2 SEDNA Technology Safety Management System Inclusion

7.3 Polar Code
Section 2.3 describes a number of regulatory considerations in terms of bridge operations and
procedures for vessels operating within Polar Regions derived from the Polar Code113. Table 7.3
outlines a number of regulatory considerations associated with the Polar Code, which must be
considered in terms of the Safe Arctic Bridge.
IMO Polar Code
Maritime Regulations
 Chapter 9

SEDNA Technology Components
 SEDNA sea ice forecast data must address the
need for vessel’s to be able to maintain a
capacity to receive near to real time forecast
data outlined within chapter 9.
 Chapter 9 illustrates the need for
unobstructed bridge visibility to be
maintained throughout an Arctic voyage.
SEDNA AR applications address this
requirement, which can facilitate the required

111

Para 7. Shipboard Operations ISM Code
Para 1.1.4 Safety Management Systems ISM Code
113
Chapter XIV SOLAS Convention – Safety Measures for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
112
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 Chapter 11

 Chapter 12 – Manning and Training

continuous visual monitoring by end-users
while using SEDNA AR applications.
 Chapter 11 outlines a number of goal-based
requirements, which include the need for
vessel’s to carry a PWOM.
 The requirements of the PWOM are similar to
those described within the ISM code safety
management system requirements.
 Company and ship specific procedures for
bridge and navigation operations must
therefore consider specific guidelines for set
up and use of the following:
o Safe Arctic Bridge AR Application Set up;
o SEDNA VPT uses throughout voyage
appraisal, planning, execution and
monitoring.
 SEDNA Sea ice forecasts throughout voyage
lifecycles and updates.
 Chapter 11 also illustrates the mandatory
requirement for passage planning procedures
to consider the volatile and dynamic nature of
the Arctic environment. Passage planning
procedures must therefore consider these
dynamic factors, while also outlining the
specific procedures, which include SEDNA
technology functional components.
 Chapter 12 outlines the mandatory staffing
and training requirements, which Arctic
vessels must fulfil.
 The competency focal points illustrated in
tables 2.1 – 2.2 address a number of specific
areas, which are delivered in a blended
learning format throughout mandatory polar
training. The classroom and simulated
training areas should consider functionalities
associated with technologies such as AR
applications and a VPT.
 AR application and widget functions could be
simulated through the development and use
of VR technologies such as those developed
with the SEDNA D2.4 deliverable114

Table 7.3 IMO Polar Code Considerations

114

Para 2.2 Virtual Demonstrator of the physical ship bridge structure – SEDNA D2.4
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8. Conclusions
D3.7 has fulfilled the Safe Arctic Bridge Operating Procedures, training guidelines and regulatory input
aspects of WP3 – Safe Arctic Navigation, while also contributing to the overall development of a safe
navigation paradigm within Arctic contexts. The report presents an in-depth review of the regulatory
and international best practice components, which drive maritime transport procedure development,
while also identifying opportunities and methods to incorporate SEDNA technologies into bridge
operations. The procedural components present a refinement effort of the mandatory elements
associated with bridge operations and voyage planning, while also incorporating international best
practice considerations from both Arctic and mainstream contexts, and including SEDNA technology
functionalities. The training guidelines section applies international best practice HRD methodologies
to maritime training programmes, which SEDNA end-users must complete prior to legally taking
charge of a ship under the remit of the IMO. Finally, the regulatory input section very briefly
consolidates some of the regulatory analysis completed within section2, highlighting areas for
consideration in future SEDNA research efforts – SEDNA D5.5115.

8.1 Regulatory Considerations
The regulatory analysis section illustrates the global mandatory elements, which must be considered
in the development of bridge operational procedures/guidelines. The analysis demonstrates that the
regulatory landscape of Arctic shipping is multifaceted in nature, which includes mandatory
requirements from both mainstream and Arctic shipping regulations. A focus on Arctic shipping alone
would not provide the necessary data to develop the procedural components of the Safe Arctic Bridge;
therefore the analysis considers mainstream shipping regulations associated with voyage planning
prior to delving into Arctic shipping focuses.
In terms of specific focuses, the analysis initially presents the regulatory components from the SOLAS
convention, which focuses on navigational bridge equipment, considering workstation layout,
performance and integration standards and mandatory bridge equipment. The regulatory analysis
then presents the mandatory components of voyage planning, outlining the four-phase methodology,
which end-users in all global contexts must apply when developing a shipping passage plan. An analysis
of the IMO Polar Code is presented, focusing on the voyage planning, navigation and bridge
operations, and the mandatory factors, which must be included in order to ensure that the deliverable
meets the mandatory Arctic requirements and SEDNA end-users as a whole. Finally, the regulatory
focuses very briefly outline some geographical considerations, which may influence passage planning
throughout the Arctic.

8.2 Voyage Planning International Best Practice
This section goes beyond the mandatory aspects of voyage planning described within the IMO
regulatory framework. As the framework provides a basic outline of end-user requirements, this
deliverable presents examples from international best practice, making use of findings derived from
other SEDNA Safe Arctic Navigation deliverables D3.5 and D3.6, while also considering mainstream
shipping procedural components. Similar to the regulatory landscape, international best practice
applies mainstream shipping methods to voyage planning, and will when required add additional
115

SEDNA Deliverable D5.5 Formal inputs to international regulatory regime report
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layers for specialist areas such as the Arctic. This section therefore focuses on the mainstream shipping
elements, while also presenting the Arctic specific methods/approaches such as strategic and tactical
shipping, and the additional planning considerations and dynamics associated with Arctic shipping. In
terms of specific focuses, this section considers the resources and equipment available to SEDNA endusers, illustrating the various equipment checks and preparations, which must be complete prior to
commencing Arctic voyages. An outline is then provided of the individual passage planning phases,
describing the various procedural checks which must be complete during the appraisal, planning,
execution and monitoring phases. Finally, this section applies the international best practice Arctic
shipping methods to the four passage planning stages, as a means of refining mainstream and Arctic
shipping guidelines.

8.3 Applying SEDNA Research Innovations to the Safe Arctic Navigation Paradigm
One of the key requirements of this deliverable is to identify opportunities and mechanisms for the
seamless integration of SEDNA technologies to the Safe Arctic Bridge. This section therefore presents
findings from the continuous engagement between efforts associated with D3.7, the Safe Arctic
Bridge, sea ice forecasting products and voyage planning tools. This continuous engagement
presented the capabilities, which these technologies will provide SEDNA end-users, while also
capturing critical functional components, which must be considered in order to effectively integrate
these technologies from a procedural perspective. The mandatory passage planning four-phase
methodology is then applied to these functional considerations, outlining the specific points within
the voyage planning lifecycle in which specific SEDNA technology functions must be included.
Initially, this section presents Safe Arctic Bridge considerations, discussing the broader technology
architecture, while also briefly illustrating specific user interface considerations associated with AR
headsets, and their application within the passage planning phases. The voyage planning tool section
describes the user interfaces required for effective use throughout the passage planning phases. The
VPT section describes the various data input phases, which must be complete throughout the
appraisal, and planning phases, while also outlining voyage-monitoring capacities. Finally, this section
considers sea ice forecasting tools, describing the capabilities available to end-users, and specific
functional components, which must be applied throughout the relevant four stages of voyage
planning.

8.4 Safe Arctic Bridge Operating Procedures Manual
This section presents the refinement efforts of Arctic and mainstream shipping global mandatory
requirements, international best practices and SEDNA technology capabilities and functionalities. The
checklist initially illustrate the resources, equipment and data sources available to SEDNA end-users,
presenting some initial planning considerations. The refined data is then presented in the four-phase
mandatory voyage planning methodology, describing the various checks and procedures which must
be complete during the appraisal, planning, execution and monitoring phases of an Arctic voyage.
These sections also highlight the points in which SEDNA technologies have been integrated into bridge
procedures, while also outlining the specific functionalities, which must be applied throughout the
four phases. The procedures also consider the strategic and tactical passage planning methodology,
illustrating the additional tactical layers, which must be considered when operating in close proximity
to or within ice effected regions. Finally, the procedural checklists describe additional procedural
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preparations and monitoring which must be carried out by SEDNA end-users during icebreaker escort
and convoy operations.

8.5 SEDNA Safe Arctic Bridge Technology Training Considerations
This section outlines training components, which consider opportunities throughout SEDNA end-user
development in which SEDNA technologies can be used, while also presenting examples in which the
technologies could be practically incorporated into global maritime training frameworks.
The analysis focuses on the following key stages of SEDNA end-user maritime training:






IMO Model Course 7.03 Officer in Charge of a Navigational Watch:
o IMO Model course 1.07 Radar Navigation at Operational Level
o IMO Model Course 1.27 Operational Use of Electronic Chart Display and Information
Systems
IMO Model Course 7.01 Master and Chief Mate
IMO Model Course on Basic Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters
IMO Model Course on Advanced Training for Ships Operating in Polar Waters

In focusing on these specific programmes, this deliverable strives to go beyond the impact objectives
of this deliverable of not only outlining training guidelines for SEDNA technologies, but also identifying
real-world integration opportunities for global maritime training. The analysis applies a globally
validated HRD model to the IMO model courses in identifying competencies in which SEDNA
technologies are relevant for inclusion. In identifying these areas, the analysis presents opportunities
for including SEDNA technology functionalities throughout IMO regulatory training frameworks. The
analysis presents learning design considerations, presenting specific practical areas for inclusions
throughout the training frameworks, while also outlining practical training examples for use. Finally,
the implementation aspects of the analysis present summary guidelines, which illustrate examples of
how the technologies can be seamlessly integrated into maritime training frameworks, focusing on
the broader competencies within model courses, and the specific functional components of the
SEDNA technologies.

8.6 Implications for Regulatory Guidelines
This section provides a very brief summary of the regulatory analysis presented in section 2 of this
report. One of the key outputs associated with this deliverable described within the DOA is to provide
inputs to regulatory regimes report to be completed in SEDNA WP5. This section therefore very briefly
summarises the key regulatory focuses presented within this deliverable, illustrating the relevant
regulatory frameworks associated with SEDNA technologies in the context of navigational bridge
operations, and the functional or integrational components, which should be considered.
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9. Appendices
9.1 Appendix 1 – MSC 982 Bridge Workstation Equipment
Proposed equipment
























Workstations for navigation and manoeuvring
Additional features

Radar / radar plotting
ECDIS
Automatic visual position indicator
Information of position fixing systems
information of Automatic Ship Identification System (AIS)
Adjustment heading / track control system controls for main
engine(s) incl. crash manoeuvres, emergency stop
Controls for main rudder (incl. override facility)
Controls for thruster
Indications for:
·
Propeller revolutions (actual and desired)
·
Main engine revolution in the case of reduction geared
engine
·
Propeller pitch in the case of controllable pitch
propeller
·
Torque
·
Starting air
·
Lateral thrust
·
Speed (possibly longitudinal and lateral)
·
Rudder angle
·
Rate-of-turn
·
Gyro compass heading
·
Magnetic compass heading
·
Heading reminder (pre-set heading)
·
Water depth incl. depth warning adjustment
·
Time
·
Wind direction and velocity
·
Air and water temperature
Group alarms (with aids for decision-making)
Signal transmitter for the following:
·
Whistle
·
Automatic device for fog signals,
·
General alarm
·
Morse signalling light
Automatic device for emergency alarm
Controls for console lighting
Two-way VHF radiotelephone (walkie-talkie) with charging
connection and/or paging system
Internal communication equipment
Public address system
VHF point with channel selector
Remote control for search light
Rudder pump selector switch
Steering mode selector switch
Steering position selector switch






Sufficient shelves for
binoculars
Writing space
Adjustable chair
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Controls for windscreen wiper, washer, heater
Night vision equipment
Sound reception system
Acknowledgement of watch alarm
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9.2 Appendix 2 – IMO Basic Polar Operation Course (Bridge Operation Competencies)
Competence
Contribute to safe
operation of vessels
operating in polar
waters

Knowledge, understanding and
proficiency
Basic knowledge of ice characteristics
and areas where different types of ice
can be expected in the area of
operation:
1. ice physics, terms, formation,
growth, ageing and stage of melt
2. ice types and concentrations
3. ice pressure and distribution
4. friction from snow covered ice
5. implications of spray-icing;
danger of icing up; precautions
to avoid icing up and options
during icing up
6. ice regimes in different regions;
significant differences between
the Arctic and the Antarctic, first
year and multiyear ice, sea ice
and land ice
7. use of ice imagery to recognize
consequences of rapid change in
ice and weather conditions
8. knowledge of ice blink and water
sky
9. Knowledge of differential
movement of icebergs and pack
ice.
10. knowledge of tides and currents
in ice
11. knowledge of effect of wind and
current on ice
Basic knowledge and ability to
operate and manoeuvre a vessel in
ice:
1. Safe speed in the presence of ice
and icebergs
2. ballast tank monitoring
3. cargo operations in polar waters
4. awareness of engine loads and
cooling problems
5. safety procedures during ice
transit

Methods for demonstrating
competence
Examination and assessment of
evidence obtained from one or
more of the following:
1. approved in service
experience
2. approved training ship
experience
3. approved simulator
training, where appropriate
4. approved training
programme

1. Approved in-service
experience
2. Approved training ship
experience.
3. Approved simulator
training, where appropriate
4. Approved training
programme
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9.3 Appendix 3 – IMO Advanced Polar Operation Course (Bridge Operation and
Voyage Planning Competencies)
Competence
Plan and conduct a
voyage in polar
waters

Manage the safe
operation of vessels
operating in polar
waters

Knowledge,
understanding
and
proficiency
Knowledge of voyage planning and
reporting:

Methods for demonstrating
competence
Examination and assessment of
evidence obtained from one or
more of the following:

1. information sources
2. reporting regimes in polar
waters
3. development of safe routeing
and passage planning to avoid
ice where possible
4. ability to recognize the
limitations of hydrographic
information and charts in polar
regions and whether the
information is suitable for safe
navigation
5. Passage planning deviation and
modification for dynamic ice
conditions.
Knowledge of equipment limitations:

1. approved in-service
experience
2. approved training ship
experience
3. approved simulator
training, where appropriate
4. approved training
programme

1. understand and identify hazards
associated with limited
terrestrial navigational aids in
polar regions
2. understand and recognize high
latitude errors on compasses
3. understand and identify
limitations in discrimination of
radar targets
Knowledge and ability to operate and
manoeuvre a vessel in ice:
1. preparation and risk assessment
before approaching ice, including
presence of icebergs, and taking
into account wind, darkness,
swell, fog and pressure ice
2. conduct communications with an
icebreaker and other vessels in

Examination and assessment of
evidence obtained from one or
more of the following:
1. approved in-service
experience
2. approved training ship
experience
3. approved simulator
training, where appropriate
4. approved training
programme
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

the area and with Rescue
Coordination Centres
understand and describe the
conditions for the safe entry and
exit to and from ice or open
water, such as leads or cracks,
avoiding icebergs and dangerous
ice conditions and maintaining
safe distance to icebergs
understand and describe iceramming procedures including
double and single ramming
passage
recognize and determine the
need for bridge watch team
augmentation based upon
environmental conditions, vessel
equipment and vessel ice class
recognize the presentations of
the various ice conditions as they
appear on radar
understand icebreaker convoy
terminology, and
communications, and take
icebreaker direction and move in
convoy
understand methods to avoid
besetment and to free beset
vessel, and consequences of
besetment
understand towing and rescue in
ice, including risks associated
with operation
handling ship in various ice
concentration and coverage,
including risks associated with
navigation in ice, e.g. avoid
turning and backing
simultaneously
use of different type of
propulsion and rudder systems,
including limitations to avoid
damage when operating in ice
use of heeling and trim systems,
hazards in connection with
ballast and trim in relation with
ice
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12. docking and undocking in icecovered waters, including
hazards associated with
operation and the various
techniques to safely dock and
undock in ice-covered waters
13. anchoring in ice, including the
dangers to anchoring system –
ice accretion to hawse pipe and
ground tackle
14. recognize conditions which
impact polar visibility and may
give indication of local ice and
water conditions, including sea
smoke, water sky, ice blink and
refraction
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